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Part I

On Raz and Reingold PRG and A
New White Box WPRG

Abstract

In his seminal paper, Nisan [Nis92] constructed an ε Black Box Pseudo random gen-
erator (PRG) against (n,w) Branching Programs, with seed length O(log n·log(nw/ε)).
Although published about three decades ago, it still stands as the state of the art
for arbitrary n,w and ε. Braverman, Cohen, and Garg [BCG18] introduced the
notion of Weighted PRGs (WPRG), a relaxed version of PRGs that considers ad-
ditional arbitrary real weights, and pioneered a series of research to construct an
explicit Black Box WPRG that improves upon Nisan, culminated with seed length
O(log n · log(nw) + log ε−1) [BCG18; CL20; CDR+21; PV21; Hoz21].

Raz and Reingold [RR99] constructed a conditional White Box PRG with seed
length Õ(log n · log(n/ε) + logw). Their involved construction left untouched, pos-
sibly due to its relying on an non existent object named Estimator, which implies
multiplicative derandomization in first place.

In this work, first we expose [RR99] work in details, in a hope for future improve-
ments; Secondly, we reduce Estimators to classic derandomization results, and conse-
quentially conclude an explicit White Box PRG from their work; Thirdly, we adopt the
error reduction of Black Box PRGs of [CDR+21; PV21] to rather White Box ones, and
conclude an explicit White Box WPRG with seed length Õ(log2 n+ log(w/ε)) that is
computable in space Õ(log2 n+

√
log n/ log logn · logw + log logn ε

−1).

1 Introduction

1.1 Space vs. Randomness

Complexity theory focuses on classifying computational problems according to their resource
usage and relating their classes to each other. Two natural computational resources are
time and space. Their respective hierarchy theorems says that the computational power,
i.e. the ability to solve problems using machines, increases in accordance to the amount of
resources. A third resource is randomness, and naturally one can wonder about a similar
hierarchy theorem. Such a theorem is not known, and actually the common conjecture is
that randomness does not speed up computations signficiantly, neither help to reduce space
usage.

We focus on the question of space vs. randomness. The classes BPL,RL defined as all
languages that are decidable by logarithmic space probabilistic Turing Machine (PTM) with
two- or one-sided error of 1/3, respectively. Similarly, L is the class of all languages decidable
by logarithmic space TM (the reader is referred to [AB09; Gol08] for additional background).
A long standing open problem is about the relation between BPL,RL and L.
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1.2 ROBP as a computation model

The uniform PTM model is difficult to work with directly. A common simplified non-uniform
computation model fixes the input of a PTM and considers the random bits as the input.
Then to study the role of randomness in space bounded computation, one can consider the
corresponding configuration graph of the PTM. Such a model is called Read Once Branching
Program, and in spite of its non uniformity, it is much easier to argue about mathematically.

Definition 1.1 (Read Once Branching Programs). Let n,w ∈ N and Σ be a set. An (n,w,Σ)
Read Once Branching Program (ROBP, abbreviated BP) is a directed graph with w · (n+ 1)
vertices, partitioned into n + 1 layers {0, . . . , n} with w vertices in each one. For every
i ∈ {0, . . . , n− 1}, each vertex at layer i has exactly |Σ| outgoing directed edges to vertices
at layer i + 1. For every vertex, each of its outgoing edges is labeled with symbol from Σ in
a unique manner. The vertices in the last layer do not have any outgoing edges. The first
layer has a designated start vertex, and at layer n the vertices are partitioned to disjoint sets
of ACCEPT and REJECT.

The class of all (n,w,Σ) ROBPs is denoted by BPn,w,Σ. It is a basic fact that ev-
ery PTM with input length n, that uses space S(n) ≥ log n, can be represented by an
(n, 2O(S(n)), {0, 1}) BP (see section 14.4.4 at [AB09]). Thus the class BPn,poly(n),{0,1} rep-
resents all the probabilistic machines with two sided error that uses logarithmic space in
their input length, and in particular machines that solves problems in BPL. Henceforth, we
associate the class BPn,poly(n),{0,1} with BPL, and refer to any BP as a PTM, or simply a
machine.

Derandomization is the process of trying to approximate the number of accepting paths
from the start vertex to the accepting set, which is equivalent to approximating the prob-
ability of the original PTM to accept its fixed input. Since the original machine errs on
most on 1/3 of its random bits, even an approximation with constant error 1/10 is enough
to conclude the correct answer given the approximation. Solving this problem in O(log n)
space would imply that BPL = L.

Since its known that non uniformity increases the computational power, derandomization
in the non uniform model is harder than in the PTM model, yet in return the problem
becomes a combinatorial one rather than computational.

1.3 Approaches to derandomize ROBPs

A natural method to derandomizes machines is to fix an input BP and to inspect its graph.
Such a technique is named “Derandomization Algorithm” (or simply derandomization), and
it belongs to the class of “White Box” algorithms, who are allowed to examine any machines
they try to derandomize.

Another way to derandomize BPs is in an oblivious manner, i.e. without inspecting any
input machine. The class of all those algorithm defined as “Black Box” ones, and they are all
based on constructions of different pseudo random objects. The most notable example of a
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Black Box object is called a Pseudo Random Generator (PRG), that fools class of functions,
up to an additive two sided error ε.

Definition 1.2 (Pseudo Random Generators). Let n ∈ N and Σ be some alphabet, and
F ⊆ {f : Σn → {0, 1}} be a class of functions. A function G : {0, 1}s → Σn is an ε-PRG
against F if for every f ∈ F ,

|E[f(UΣn)]− E[f(G(Us))]| ≤ ε.1

We focus on the class F = BPn,w,Σ and thus redefine (n,w,Σ, ε)-PRG as an ε-PRG
against that class. A natural derandomization given a PRG follows by enumerating over
all its inputs (called seeds) and averaging the acceptance probability of a given machine.
Thus the space complexity of this method is the seed length (in bits) of the PRG, plus its
computation space and additional negligible space for performing the average. Notice that
PRGs are relevant to the BPL vs. L question (and in particular to RL vs. L) due to the PRG
ability to fool functions with acceptance rate either close to 0 or 1.

Another Black Box object, yet weaker, is called a Hitting Set Generator (HSG), who tries
just to generate (or to hit) a single accepting sequence for class of functions (e.g. BP), given
that large enough fraction of the sequences are accepting. We stress that trivially every
PRG is a HSG. Such an object relevant to derandomization of RL due to its one sided error
nature. The derandomization here follows again by going over all seeds, but now one needs
merely to verify whether the input machine accepts some generated sequence.

The third Black Box object we mention generalizes PRG and is called a Weighted PRG
(WPRG). Additionally to a short seeded generating sequence function, a WPRG assigns
weights for each of its seeds. Notice that if all the weights are equal to one, the function is
rather a PRG.

Definition 1.3 (Weighted Pseudo Random Generators (WPRG)). Let n ∈ N and Σ be some
alphabet, and F ⊆ {f : Σn → {0, 1}} be a class of functions. A pair of functions G = (I, µ)
is an ε-Weighted PRG (WPRG) against F , if I : {0, 1}s → Σn, µ : {0, 1}s → R and for
every f ∈ F ,

∣∣∣∣E[f(UΣn)]− E
x∼Us

[µ(x) · f(I(x))]

∣∣∣∣ ≤ ε.

We again focus on the class F = BPn,w,Σ and thus refer to WPRGs as an (n,w,Σ, ε)-
WPRG. Notice that for any ε > ε′, an ε error WPRG implies ε′-HSG immediately by omitting
its weights function. A derandomization based on WPRG is also possible, in a similar way
to the PRG approach, but now depends also on the space complexity of representing the
weights.

The last object we introduce is a White Box PRG, who generates sequences (like a regular
PRG), but is also allowed to inspect the function to be fooled. While for the purpose of

1For every n ∈ N, Un denote the uniform distribution over n bits. Likewise, for every set Σ, UΣ denote
the uniform distribution over the corresponding elements.
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derandomization only the fooling property of a PRG is essential, we stress that sometimes
one may be interested in finding an accepting witness sequence. This is in contrast to a
derandomization result, that focuses only on probabilities approximation.

Definition 1.4 (White Box PRG). Let n ∈ N and Σ be some alphabet, and F ⊆
{f : Σn → {0, 1}} be a class of functions. A function G : F × {0, 1}s → Σn is an ε-White
Box PRG if for every f ∈ F ,

|E[f(UΣn)]− E[f(G(f, Us))]| ≤ ε.

Composing objects. For the class of BPs, constructions of pseudo random objects yields
much more powerful result. For example, PRGs and WPRGs (either black- or white-box)
enables to approximate the probability of a random walk from any vertex to reach another
one. Likewise, HSG allows to hit accepting path between any two intermediate vertices.
Such a feature is crucial for compositions, and almost all the explicit constructions today
are based on it.

1.4 A brief history of derandomization

We remind the reader that for the sole purpose of derandomization a constant error of
ε = 1/10 is enough to deduce the machines answer. Nevertheless, we elaborate on results
with respect to a parameterized ε, since by looking more broadly, some derandomization
techniques actually requires smaller error.

The first nontrivial inclusion traces back to Savitch [Sav70] famous theorem, who proved
NL ⊆ L2 which implies RL ⊆ L2. His algorithm follows by inspecting the given BP and
checking whether it contains at least one accepting path in O(log2 n) space. Hece, Savitch’s
algorithm is a derandomization result.

Nisan [Nis92; Nis94] proved BPL ⊆ L2 using black box techniques, and even further
utilized his result to conclude simultaneously time efficient derandomization with quadratic
overhead in space, namely BPL ⊆ DTISP(poly(n), O(log2 n)). Additional renown derandom-
ization is of the class BPpoly(logw),w,{0,1} due to Nisan and Zuckerman [NZ96], who constructed
a black box PRG with an optimal seed length for that regime.

The celebrated paper of Saks and Zhou [SZ99] proved that BPL ⊆ L1.5 via a derandom-
ization algorithm, by utilizing the PRG of Nisan [Nis92] in a sophisticated manner to save
space. Specifically, they showed how to trade off between the seed length and space com-
plexity of a PRG (and indeed Nisan’s one has quadratic gap to exploit). Although published
more than two decades ago, only slights improvements of [SZ99] are known, and moreover,
all of them utterly depends on it.

Armoni [Arm98] constructed a PRG that interpolates between [Nis92; NZ96], with a
slightly shorter seed length compared to Nisan’s, in the regime poly(logw) � n � w. He
then showed that using his PRG instead of Nisan’s in Saks and Zhou [SZ99] framework
yields better derandomization, for the respected regime. In particular, it did not improved
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the result of [SZ99] for BPL.2

A more accurate derandomization found lately due to Ahmadinejad, Kelner, Murtagh,
Peebles, Sidford, and Vadhan [AKM+20], who took [SZ99] result as a building block (that
has accuracy ε = 1/poly(nw)), and achieved similar space complexity but with an improved

accuracy of ε = 2−2
√

logn
. Their technique is based on Precondition Richardson, a known

technique in solving Laplacian systems to reduce error.
The most recent derandomization algorithm is due to Hoza [Hoz21]. Hoza plugged Ar-

moni [Arm98] PRG into the recent error reduction procedure for PRGs of [CDR+21; PV21],
and concluded a WPRG with an improved seed length dependence on the error param-
eter ε. Then he plugged it back into [SZ99] framework, to conclude a slightly improved

derandomization of BPL ⊆ DSPACE(O( log3/2 n√
log logn

)).
Table 1 summarizes the above mentioned results.

Space Reference Restrictions

O(log n · log(nw · log(1/ε))) [Sav70]3

O(log n · log(nw/ε)) [Nis92]

O(logw) [NZ96]
n = poly(logw),

ε = 2− log0.99 w

O(
√

log n · log(nw/ε)) [SZ99]
O(
√

log n · log(nw) + log(nw) · log lognw(1/ε)) [AKM+20]
O(
√

log n · log(nw/ε)/
√

log log n) [Hoz21]

Table 1: Space efficient algorithms for derandomizing BPn,w,{0,1} with two sided error ε.

1.5 PRGs & WPRGs for the general case, and development on
the ε parameter

The general case of constructing (n,w,Σ, ε)-PRG concerns arbitrary parameters. It can
be shown, using the probabilistic method, that a random function with seed length
O(log(nw |Σ| /ε)) is an (n,w,Σ, ε)-PRG, alas without any promise on its space complexity.
Constructing such an object explicitly with linear space consumption would yield BPL = L.

The seminal PRG of Nisan [Nis92] has seed length O(log n · log(nw |Σ| /ε)) and is com-
putable in space O(log(nw |Σ| /ε)), restricted to alphabet of size at least |Σ| = Ω(log(nw/ε)).
Put differently, his seed length is log n times the ideal non-explicit PRG. In spite of almost
three decades since published, Nisan’s PRG still stands as the state of the art, even for the
constant error case ε = 1/10 or for width w ≥ 4 (for the special case of w ≤ 3 better PRGs
are known [BDVY13; MRT19]). Even when considering explicit constructions of HSGs for
the mentioned parameters, Nisan’s construction (now seen as a HSG) is still unbeatable.

2For more background, see also [Hoz21].
3Savitch [Sav70] algorithm works only for one sided error.
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Nisan’s PRG is based on his proof of the Recycle Lemma using a family of hash functions.
In other words, after feeding any machine with a uniform symbol σ ∈ Σ, Nisan showed that
a uniformly selected hash function h can be used, such that the machine will not be able to
notice between h(σ) and another uniform symbol σ′, up to a small error probability.

Another PRG with similar parameters to [Nis92] but with a better dependence on Σ
is due to Impagliazzo, Nisan, and Wigderson [INW94], which has seed length O(log n ·
log(nw/ε)) + log |Σ| and linear space complexity.4 Their construction is based on expanders
graphs, and they proved the Recycle Lemma using the known Exapdner Mixing Lemma. Its
worth mentioning a common variant of the PRG that is based on seeded extractors, and has
comparable seed length but improved space complexity O(log n · log log(nw |Σ| /ε)) (e.g., see
[CDR+21]).

A third notable PRG is due to Nisan and Zuckerman [NZ96], who focused on the regime
n = poly(logw). Their construction is based on seeded extractors and achieved optimal seed
length O(logw) for error ε = 2− log1−γ w, for arbitrary small constant γ > 0. In particular,
their PRG is better than [Nis92; INW94] for the respected regime of parameters.

The fourth and newest “classic” construction of PRG is due to Armoni [Arm98], who
interpolated between [INW94; NZ96] PRGs to conclude a slight improvement of [Nis92;
INW94]. His construction is also based on seeded extractors, which back at his time had infe-
rior explicit constructions than today, and thus can be implemented better nowadays. Indeed
Kane, Nelson, and Woodruff [KNW08] plugged the extractor of Guruswami, Umans, and

Vadhan [GUV09] into Armoni’s PRG, and achieved seed length O( logn·log(nw/ε)
max {1,log logw−log log(n/ε)}).

While there was a substantial progress in constructing PRGs for restricted classes of BPs
(see [BDVY13; MRT19; BRRY14; De11; Ste12; HPV21] and references therein), the general
case benefited from much fewer improvements. The work of Braverman, Cohen, and Garg
[BCG18] was the first to decouple the error parameter dependence from the seed length, and

devised WPRG with seed length Õ(log n · log(nw) + log(1/ε)) for alphabet Σ = {0, 1} (while
they did not fully analyzed the space complexity, it is plausible that the construction can be
implemented in Õ(log(nw/ε)) space). In turn, by viewing their construction as a HSG, they
achieved the first improvement over Nisan [Nis92] (when viewed as a HSG) for ε� 2− log2 n.5

The involved construction of [BCG18] was later somewhat simplified by Chattopadhyay and
Liao [CL20].

Recently, a new error reduction procedure by [CDR+21; PV21] showed how to take any
given PRG with seed length s0 (with fixed error ε0 < 1/n) and transform it into a WPRG

with arbitrary small error ε and seed length s0 + Õ(log(w/ε)). Thus, by plugging [Nis92]

to their procedure, they achieved WPRG with seed length Õ(log n · log(nw |Σ|) + log(w/ε))
(and hence, up to the log log factors, is tantamount to the results of [BCG18; CL20]). A
subsequent improvement without the polylog factors later obtained by Hoza [Hoz21], who
combined their result with an idea from Armoni [Arm98].

Table 2 summarizes the above.

4Better space complexity can be achieved, depending on the expanders explicitness.
5While such an extremely low error might seems irrelevant, note that [SZ99] obtained their seminal result

by instantiating Nisan [Nis92] PRG with similar error parameter.
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Seed length Type Reference

O(log n · log(nw/ε)) PRG [Nis92; INW94]

O( logn·log(nw/ε)
max {1,log logw−log log(n/ε)})

6 PRG [Arm98; KNW08]

Õ(log n · log(nw) + log(1/ε)) WPRG [BCG18; CL20; CDR+21; PV21]
O(log n · log(nw) + log(1/ε)) WPRG [Hoz21]

Table 2: Explicit constructions of (n,w,Σ = {0, 1}, ε) Black Box PRGs and WPRGs.

Contrary to the development with the error parameter ε, the two other parameters of
Nisan’s PRG left unimproved for the last decades: the quadratic factor log2 n and the cou-
pling of log n · logw.

1.6 The quadratic log2 n factor

The quadratic dependence on log n relates to the way the error accumulated during the
analysis of both [Nis92; INW94]. At each recursion level, each of the constructions succeeds
to fool every machine up to some small error ε0 (caused by either the hash function or the
extractor). The final error of the PRG then aggregated exponentially to 2logn · ε0 = n · ε0.
This means that one should choose ε0 = ε/n in advance to get final error ε. Thus, the
log n · log(1/ε) coupling causes the term log2 n.

Due to the development of the error parameter dependence in the seed length, one could
hope for future improved o(log2 n) factor. For example, consider an improved error reduction
procedure of [CDR+21; PV21] that yields a PRG, rather than WPRG. Using such a procedure
recursively would yield a PRG with o(log2 n) factor.

We emphasis that indeed under some restricted classes of BP there have been an im-
provement due to sophisticated analysis of the error [BRRY14; KNP11; De11; Ste12; PV21].

1.7 The width parameter

Unfortunately, the pairing of log n · logw remained in the shadows and not much is known,
even for restricted classes of branching programs.

1.7.1 Progress in a slightly different computation model

Very recently, Hoza, Pyne, and Vadhan [HPV21] decoupled the dependence on logw from
log n for a slightly different computation model, that assumes a single accepting vertex at
the last layer. While such assumption seems natural, constructions for such model cannot

6As noticed by Hoza [Hoz21], an immediate improvement of WPRG with decoupled dependence on ε can
be achieved by applying the error reduction procedure of [CDR+21; PV21] on Armoni’s PRG. Subsequently,
he used the outcome WPRG in [SZ99] framework and concluded an improved derandomization of BPL.
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composed easily nor naturally. In contrast, we stress that our definition of BPs (Defini-
tion 1.1) allows arbitrary number of accepting vertices, and thus PRGs against that class
are easy to compose.

They showed how to avoid the logw factor entirely, for restricted branching program
class under that model, and concluded a PRG with seed length Õ(log n · log(1/ε) + log |Σ|).
They also show that if one is interested in an arbitrary number r of accepting vertices, the
same PRG can be used by taking smaller error of ε/r. Thus, even in that restricted class,
approximating the reachability probability from any two vertices via their PRG requires
again seed length Ω(log n · logw).

However, building on their ideas and new computation model, a WPRG with seed length
Õ(log n ·

√
log(n/ε) + log(1/ε)) have been discovered for restricted BPs (with fixed alphabet

Σ = {0, 1}) by Pyne and Vadhan [PV21], via a sophisticated analysis of the error parameter.
Thus using their WPRG for approximating arbitrary reachability probability between any
two vertices in that model up to error 1/n, enforces seed length Õ(log n ·

√
log(nw/ε)), and

improved the log n · logw factor. Interestingly, [HPV21] showed that for arbitrary w, an ε
error PRG against that restricted class, must have seed length Ω(log n · log(1/ε)), and so for
ε = 1/n their new construction beats any PRG.

1.7.2 White Box PRG conditioned on Estimators object

For the general class of BPn,w,Σ, only the white box PRG of Raz and Reingold [RR99] is
known, conditioned on the existence of an object named Estimator, and denoted by ‘A’.
They achieved seed length Õ(log n · log(n/ε) + log(w |Σ|)) and linear space complexity with
additional term of space(A).

Definition 1.5 (Estimator (see also Definition 2.11)). Let n,w, r ∈ N and Σ be some al-
phabet. A function A : BPn,w,Σ × [nw] → R+ is called an (n,w,Σ, r) estimator if on input
(M, s) such that M is an (n,w,Σ) BP and s is some vertex in it at layer d ∈ [n], the value
A(M, s) estimates the true probability of reaching s from the beginning vertex of M , up to a
multiplicative factor 2r, that is:

2−r · Pr[M(UΣd) = s] ≤ A(M, s) ≤ 2r · Pr[M(UΣd) = s]. (1)

The space used to compute A is denoted by space(A), and depends on n,w,Σ and r.

The estimator definition arises an immediate issue, as there is no known explicit construc-
tion of multiplicative error objects. Indeed the authors acknowledged that, and presented
natural estimators for restricted types of BPs. For example, for undirected BPs, the station-
ary distribution can easily be computed, which in turn imply an explicit estimator. However,
for arbitrary BPs, the estimator existence remained in doubt.

Their exciting construction is a variant of [INW94], when instantiated with extractors.
One may doubt whether their ideas can be generalized for other PRGs, e.g. [Nis92; BCG18],
or even [INW94] when instantiated with expanders. For the best of our knowledge (and
unfruitful attempts), indeed this unique construction tied deeply with the extractor object.
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In other words, the logw loss caused from various reasons for different constructions and
we briefly compare those of the eminent PRGs of [Nis92; INW94].

1. Nisan [Nis92] used 2-universal family of hash function H ⊂ {h : Σ→ Σ}, where its
description size is at least Ω(log(w/ε0)) (where ε0 is the error of the hash family).
Thus, by choosing recursively log n different hash functions, he was doomed to get
seed length Ω(log n · logw).

2. In the variant of [INW94] that instantiated with extractors, a series of extractors
Ext1, . . . ,Extlogn are used to stretch seed length sINW into Σn. A function Ext :
{0, 1}n×{0, 1}d → {0, 1}m is called a (k, ε0) extractor if, in some sense, upon receiving
distributions over {0, 1}n that contains at least k bits of randomness, and uniform seed
Ud, its output distributes uniformly over m bits, up to statistical distance ε0. That
said, the seed sINW needs to account in advance for all the entropy losses ∆1, . . .∆logn

where ∆i = ki −mi. Since their proof follows only by assuming a worst cast scenario
of ki+1 = mi −O(logw), after log n recursion levels they are ill-fated and must choose
in advance sINW = Ω(log n · logw).

While the hash family need to be chosen in advance, the extractor’s entropy k can be chosen
even after fixing its parameters n, ε0, d. Put differently, extractors are more flexible, and
have an “online” features that lacks in other pseudo random objects. Indeed [RR99] insight
is to choose larger entropies k in [INW94], using the estimator, to shrink the loss to merely
O(logw).

1.8 Rationale and organization of this work

Aimed to better comprehend the rule of the w parameter, we focus on the unconventional
result of Raz and Reingold [RR99], that “tackles” alone the puzzle. As we will present, while
they showed how to avoid the log n · logw factor, their involved work has some caveats (i.e.
estimators existence, linear space complexity) that we intend to illuminate.

Firstly, by noting that the estimator assumption is far from implying their bottom line
result (that is, seed length Õ(log n · log(n/ε) + logw)), we expound a sequence of ideas and
delicate techniques that concludes their construction. Specifically, we clarify where the logw
loss comes from and how to avoid it (Section 3.2), devise an intermediate PRG based on
it with an unfortunate high space consumption (Section 4.1), explain its two bottlenecks
(Section 4.2), and deduce the final construction (Section 4.3).

Secondly, we reduce derandomization algorithms into estimators (claim 2.12), and bridge
the gap of explicit estimators for the class BPn,w,Σ. By plugging the best derandomization
result nowadays of [Hoz21], we conclude an explicit white box PRG from [RR99]:

Theorem 1.6 (informally stated (see Corollary 4.10)). Let n,w,∈ N and ε > 0 and Σ be
some alphabet. Then, there exists an (n,w,Σ, ε) White Box PRG with seed length

seed(n,w,Σ, ε) = Õ(log n · log(n/ε) + log(w |Σ|)),
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that is computable in space

Õ(log n · log(n/ε) +
√

log n/ log log n · log(w |Σ|)).

Notice about inherent difference between the generator’s space complexity and its seed
length. This is a peculiar imbalance where, by focusing solely on w, enumerating the seeds
takes space Ω(logw), whereas just running it once consumes Ω(

√
log n/ log log n · logw)

memory bits. A possible future direction would be to randomize the construction, to get the
familiar balance of seed length � space.

Thirdly, we remark about the recent progress of error reduction procedure of [CDR+21;
PV21], that transforms any black box PRG with moderate error into a black box WPRG with
arbitrary error and optimal seed length (up to log log factors). By adapting their techniques
to accept also white box PRGs and plugging Theorem 1.6, we conclude a new white box
WPRG with improved parameters:

Theorem 1.7 (informally stated (see Theorem 6.5)). Let n,w,∈ N and ε > 0 and Σ be
some alphabet. Then, there exists an (n,w,Σ, ε) White Box WPRG with seed length

seed(n,w,Σ, ε) = Õ(log2 n+ log(w |Σ| /ε)),

that is computable in space

Õ(log2 n+
√

log n/ log log n · log(w |Σ|) + log logn(1/ε)).
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2 Preliminaries and Definitions

Let (n) be the set {0, 1}n. We denote by Un the uniform distribution over {0, 1}n. We will
always use the log function under base 2.

2.1 Computational model of space bounded algorithms

All the described algorithms at Sections 4.1 and 4.3 are analyzed with respect to their space
complexity. We use a standard computational model to describe any TM using a constant
number of tapes. An input tape is a read-only one, while the output tape is write-only.
Additionally, the machine can contain any constant number of read/write tapes, and they
are all called working tapes. We say that the machine runs in space s(n), if on input length
n, it touches at most s(n) cells at her working tapes. It worth mentioning that the output
may be much larger then s(n), and in fact is bounded by 2O(s(n)).

Lemma 2.1 (Space machines compositions (Lemma 5.2, [Gol08])). Let f1, f2 : {0, 1}∗ →
{0, 1}∗ be functions computable in space s1, s2, respectively. Let `(n)

def
= maxx∈{0,1}n |f1(x)|.

Then, the function f , defined by f(x)
def
= f2(x, f1(x)), is computable in space

s(n) = s1(n) + s2(n+ `(n)) +O(log(n+ `(n))).

2.2 Min Entropy and Statistical Distance

Let X, Y be two finite distributions over the domains Ω,Ω′, respectively. Given σ ∈ Ω,
we define X(σ) = Pr[X = σ], and given Λ ⊆ Ω we define X(Λ) =

∑
σ∈ΛX(σ). The min

entropy of X is defined as

H∞(X) = min
x∈supp(X)

log2

1

Pr[X = x]
,

while the average conditional min entropy is defined as

H∞(X | Y ) = − log2

(
E
y∼Y

[
max

x∈supp(X)
Pr[X = x | Y = y]

])
.

The distribution X is called an (n, k)-source if H∞(X) ≥ k. When the domains are equal
Ω = Ω′, the statistical distance between X, Y is defined as

SD(X, Y )
def
=

1

2

∑

ω∈Ω

|X(ω)− Y (ω)| = max
Λ⊆Ω
|X(Λ)− Y (Λ)| .

The notation X ≈ε Y means that SD(X, Y ) ≤ ε. Finally the ε-smooth min entropy of X
is defined as the maximum min entropy over all distributions X ′ such that SD(X,X ′) ≤ ε.
Formally,

Hε
∞(X)

def
= max

X′:SD(X,X′)≤ε
H∞(X ′). (2)
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The following lemmas are elementary, and for completeness their proof included in Ap-
pendix A.

Lemma 2.2 (Data processing inequality). Let X, Y be two distributions over the same
domain Ω. Then for every f : Ω→ Λ, SD(f(X), f(Y )) ≤ SD(X, Y ).

Lemma 2.3. Let X be a distribution and E an event. Then,

H∞(X | E) ≥ H∞(X)− log

(
1

Pr[E]

)
.

Lemma 2.4. Let X, Y and Z be three distributions such that X, Y are over the same domain.
If,

Pr
z∼Z

[SD(X | Z = z, Y | Z = z) > ε] ≤ γ,

then,

SD(X ◦ Z, Y ◦ Z) ≤ ε+ γ.

2.3 Entropy of distributions events

Definition 2.5. Let X be a distribution. For every event A such that Pr[A] > 0, we define
its entropy as

H(A)
def
= log

1

Pr[A]
,

and otherwise define H(A)
def
= 0.

The following lemma is generalization of Lemma 2.3, and its proof included in Ap-
pendix A.

Lemma 2.6. Let A,B be two events over some distribution. Then,

H(A | B) = H(A ∧B)−H(B) ≥ H(A)−H(B).

Claim 2.7. Let α, β > 0. Let X, Y be two distributions over the same domain Ω, such that
SD(X, Y ) ≤ α. For every ω ∈ Ω define ∆(ω)

def
= |H(X = ω)−H(Y = ω)|. Then,

Pr
ω∼X

[∆(ω) > log(1 + 1/β)] ≤ 4β · α + α

Proof. First, for every ω ∈ Ω, define X(ω) + γω
def
= Y (ω), where γω ∈ R. By the definition of

statistical distance,

SD(X, Y ) =
1

2

∑

ω∈Ω

|X(ω)− Y (ω)| = 1

2

∑

ω∈Ω

|γω| = α.
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Second, define sets of bad elements BadX ,BadY ⊆ Ω:

BadX
def
= {ω ∈ Ω : H(X = ω)−H(Y = ω) > log(1 + 1/β)}

BadY
def
= {ω ∈ Ω : H(Y = ω)−H(X = ω) > log(1 + 1/β)}.

By the union bound it holds,

Pr
ω∼X

[∆(ω) > log(1 + 1/β)] = Pr
ω∼X

[ω ∈ BadX ∪ BadY ] ≤ Pr
ω∼X

[ω ∈ BadX ] + Pr
ω∼X

[ω ∈ BadY ].

Say ω ∈ BadX . Then, X(ω) < Y (ω), and thus γω > 0. Assume for that moment that
X(ω) > 0. Hence, by definition,

∆(ω) = H(X = ω)−H(Y = ω) = log
1

X(ω)
− log

1

Y (ω)
= log

X(ω) + γω
X(ω)

> log(1 + 1/β)

so,

γω
X(ω)

>
1

β
=⇒ γω · β > X(ω).

Consider Prω∼X [ω ∈ BadX ], and notice that to compute it, one implicitly consider only ω
such that X(ω) > 0, since other elements can not be sampled by X. Thus,

Pr
ω∼X

[ω ∈ BadX ] =
∑

ω∈BadX

X(ω) <
∑

ω∈BadX

γω · β ≤ β ·
∑

ω∈Ω

|γω| ≤ β · 2α.

Now say ω ∈ BadY . Then X(ω) > Y (ω) and thus γω < 0. As before, assume that Y (ω) > 0.
Hence,

∆(ω) = H(Y = ω)−H(X = ω) = log
1

Y (ω)
− log

1

X(ω)
= log

Y (ω)− γω
Y (ω)

> log(1 + 1/β),

so

− γω
Y (ω)

=
|γω|
Y (ω)

> 1/β =⇒ |γω| · β > Y (ω).

From similar reasons as before, when computing Prω∼Y [ω ∈ BadY ], we may assume that
Y (ω) > 0. Thus,

Pr
ω∼Y

[ω ∈ BadY ] =
∑

ω∈BadY

Y (ω) <
∑

ω∈BadY

|γω| · β ≤ β ·
∑

ω∈Ω

|γω| ≤ β · 2α.

We, however, looking to bound Prω∼X [ω ∈ BadY ]. But by the statistical distance definition,
∣∣∣ Pr
ω∼X

[ω ∈ BadY ]− Pr
ω∼Y

[ω ∈ BadY ]
∣∣∣ = |X(BadY )− Y (BadY )|
≤ max

Λ⊆Ω
|X(Λ)− Y (Λ)|

= SD(X, Y ) ≤ α,
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hence,

Pr
ω∼X

[ω ∈ BadY ] ≤ Pr
ω∼Y

[ω ∈ BadY ] + α ≤ β · 2α + α.

Therefore, we conclude,

Pr
ω∼X

[∆(ω) > log(1 + 1/β)] ≤ Pr
ω∼X

[ω ∈ BadX ] + Pr
ω∼X

[ω ∈ BadY ]

≤ (β · 2α) + (β · 2α + α)

≤ 4β · α + α.

2.4 Branching programs

For simplicity, we focus on branching programs with alphabet Σ = {0, 1} and thus abbreviate

BPn,w def
= BPn,w,{0,1}. We highlight that all the results hold for arbitrary Σ under slight

changes. In our context, every vertex in branching program can be called a state, as the
vertices represents possible configurations of a PTM.

While the set of all states of every (n,w) machine is represented by {0, . . . , n} × [w],
it would be easier to associate it with the set [(n+ 1)w]. We simplify things even further by
simply referring to it as [nw], by implicitly denoting n as n+ 1. Nevertheless, all the results
in this work would hold regardless of the plus one term.

From hereon fix M ∈ BPn,w. We refer to the start vertex of M as the initial state sinit.
Let s ∈ [nw] be some arbitrary state in M .

We define the function layerM : [nw] → [n] that returns the layer of a state (i.e.
layerM(s) = i) and when M is clear from context we abbreviate layer = layerM . Given a
string x ∈ (t) for t ≤ n such that layer(s) ≤ n− t, we define Ms(x) as the state reached by

M when walked with x starting at s. We abbreviate M(x)
def
= Msinit

(x) as the state reached
when beginning from the initial state.

The true state probability of s defined as the probability to reach s when M is fed with
uniform input from the initial state, i.e. Pr[M(Ulayer(s)) = s]. More generally, we consider
pseudo random distributions over strings and their imposed probabilities over the states.
That is, if D is some distribution over {0, 1}layer(s), the state probability with respect to
D is defined as Pr[M(D) = s].

States distributions. Given a distribution D over {0, 1}t and a state sin of M , the im-
posed state distribution SDsin on layer layer(sin) + t is defined as

∀q ∈ [w] : SDsin(q) = Pr[Msin(D) = q].

The state distribution that starts from the initial state is abbreviated SD
def
= SDsinit

. We

abuse notation and define layer(SDsin)
def
= layer(sin) + t. We define Sideal,t def

= SUt , and for
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simplicity abbreviate it as Sideal by keeping t in mind. Similarly, by considering pseudo
random distribution D over {0, 1}t that is clear from context, we denote Sgen,t def

= SD and
abbreviate it simply as Sgen.

More generally, given a distribution SDin over states and some distribution X ⊆ {0, 1}t for
t ≤ n, define MSDin

(X) as the imposed states distributions when the input state is sampled
accordingly:

∀q ∈ [w] : (MSDin
(X))(q)

def
=

∑

sin∈supp(SDin)

SDin(sin) · Pr[Msin(X) = q].

States entropy. The state entropy is the entropy of the event, that defined with respect
to a machine and distribution over input strings. That is, if D distributes over {0, 1}layer(s),
the state entropy of s is defined as

H(SD = s)
def
= log

1

SD(s)
= log

1

Pr[M(D) = s]
.

The true state entropy is defined with respect to the uniform distribution D = Ut (for

t ∈ [n]) and abbreviated Hideal(s)
def
= H(SUlayer(s) = s). We further denote Hgen(s) as the

state entropy with respect to the state distribution SD, where D is some pseudo random
distribution that will be clear from context.

2.5 White Box Algorithms

Definition 2.8 (White Box PRG). Let n,w ∈ N, Σ be some alphabet and ε > 0. A function
G : BPn,w × {0, 1}seed × [nw]→ Σn is an (n,w,Σ, ε) White Box PRG if the following holds.
Let (M, sin) be input such that M ∈ BPn,w,Σ and sin is a state in it at layer 1. Then,

|Pr[Msin(UΣn) accepts]− Pr[Msin(G(M,Useed, sin)) accepts]| ≤ ε.

Notice that the new definition slightly differs from Definition 1.4 (as it receives arbitrary
input state), nevertheless they are equivalent. This change would come handy for compo-
sitions, which are discussed more in Section 6. When Σ = {0, 1}, we abbreviate and say
(n,w, ε) white box PRG instead.

Similarly, we define the weighted version of a white box PRG.

Definition 2.9 (White Box WPRG). Let n,w ∈ N, Σ be some alphabet and ε > 0. A pair of
functions G = (I, µ) are (n,w,Σ, ε) White Box WPRG if (I, µ) : BPn,w,Σ×{0, 1}seed×[nw]→
Σn × R such that the following holds. Let (M, sin) be input such that M ∈ BPn,w,Σ and sin

is a state in it at layers 1. Then,

∣∣∣∣Pr[Msin(UΣn) accepts]− E
x∼Useed

[µ(M,x, sin) · 1(Msin(I(M,x, sin)) accepts)]

∣∣∣∣ ≤ ε.
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Definition 2.10 (Derandomization Algorithm). Let n,w ∈ N, Σ be some alphabet and ε > 0.
A function D : BPn,w,Σ× [nw]2 → R+ is called an (n,w,Σ, ε) Derandomization Algorithm if
the following holds. Let (M, sin, sout) be such that M ∈ BPn,w,Σ and sin, sout are two state in

it at layers iin, iout, respectively, where iin < iout. Denote d
def
= iout− iin. Then, D(M, sin, sout)

approximates additively the true probability to reach from sin to sout up to error ε:

|D(M, sin, sout)− Pr[Msin(UΣd) = sout]| ≤ ε.

The space used to compute D(M, sin, sout) is denoted by spaceD(M,d, ε), and we define

spaceD(n,w,Σ, ε)
def
= max

M∈BPn,w,Σ
spaceD(M,n, ε).

The notation (n,w, ε) derandomization algorithm refers to Σ = {0, 1}.

2.6 Estimators

An estimator object is very similar to derandomization algorithm (Definition 2.10), where
the former approximates the probabilities multiplicatively and the later do it additively. To
distinguish more easily between the two kinds of approximations, from hereon we refer to the
multiplicative one as an estimation, whereas to the additive one simply as an approximation.

Definition 2.11 (Estimator). A function A : BPn,w,Σ× [nw]2 → R+ is called an (n,w,Σ, r)
estimator if the following holds. Let (M, sin, sout) be such that M ∈ BPn,w,Σ and sin, sout are

two state in it at layers iin, iout, respectively, where iin < iout. Denote d
def
= iout − iin. Then,

A(M, sin, sout) estimates the the true probability to reach from sin to sout up to multiplicative
factor 2r:

2−r · Pr[Msin(UΣd) = sout] ≤ A(M, sin, sout) ≤ 2r · Pr[Msin(UΣd) = sout]. (3)

The space used to compute A(M, sin, sout) is denoted by spaceA(M,d, r), and we define

spaceA(n,w,Σ, r)
def
= max

M∈BPn,w,Σ
spaceA(M,n, r).

In our context, we may refer to the multiplicative factor simply as r.
It worth mentioning the slight difference between our definition and the original one.

Originally, the definition also considered subsets of [w] for each layer, each of which with
small probability mass (with respect to the true states probabilities), of states with high
error estimations. Since we view estimator as an explicit object that is implied from deran-
domization (Section 2.6.1), we see this flexibility unnecessary and omit this feature.7

For the fixed alphabet Σ = {0, 1} we use the notation of (n,w, r) estimators. We focus

on estimation from the fixed initial state sinit and thus abbreviate A(M, s)
def
= A(M, sinit, s)

7However, our reduction from derandomization to estimators in Section 2.6.1 will assume some lower
bound on the true states probabilities. While those two definitions might coincides, we find the new definition
clearer.
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and by fixing the machine we even shorten A(M, s)
def
= A(s). We emphasizes that estimators

will always estimate the true state probability.
Similarly to Definition 2.5, define the estimated (of the true) entropy of a state as

H̃(s)
def
= log2

1

A(s)
,

and hence we can rewrite Equation (3) as

Hideal(s)− r ≤ H̃(s) ≤ Hideal(s) + r. (4)

For our purposes, we will only use A(s) in order to compute H̃(s). We assume that computing

H̃(s) can be carried in similar space complexity to running A(s).8

2.6.1 Derandomization implies estimators

Although multiplicative estimation seems different from the traditional additive error, we
reduce the later to the former under some (natural) restrictions. We observe that any
derandomization result with small enough (additive) error implies explicit estimator (with
multiplicative error), given that the reachability probability is not too low.

Claim 2.12. Let n,w ∈ N and ε, p > 0 where p > 2ε. Let D be an (n,w, ε) derandomiza-
tion algorithm. Then, D is also an (n,w, r = O(log(ε/p))) estimator, restricted to inputs
(M, s, t) ∈ BPn,w × [nw]2 such that

Pr[Ms(Ulayer(t)−layer(s)) = t] > p.

Proof. Let (M, s, t) be some valid input, and denote by ps,t the probability to reach from
state s to t under the uniform distribution, i.e.

ps,t
def
= Pr[Ms(Ulayer(t)−layer(s)) = t].

Our goal is to output value p̃s,t that multiplicatively estimate ps,t, i.e.

2−r · ps,t ≤ p̃s,t ≤ 2r · ps,t.

Set p̃s,t = D(M, s, t), and thus by the promise of D, |ps,t − p̃s,t| ≤ ε. Since ps,t > p > ε, it
follows that p̃s,t ∈ [ps,t − ε, ps,t + ε]. We keen to prove that

2−r · ps,t ≤ ps,t ± ε ≤ 2r · ps,t.

8Notice that saving A(s) output may be as long as Θ(n) bits for states with true probabilities 2−Θ(n),

which will be too much for our purposes. Observe that H̃(s) ≤ n, so saving H̃(s) costs up to log n bits.

Therefore, we can compute H̃(s) = log(1/A(s)) via space machine compositions, by invoking p = A(s) and
a TM that computes log(1/p), whose space complexity is neglected for clarity.
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For the upper bound, since ps,t > p > ε and log(·) is monotonically increasing function,

log

(
1± ε

ps,t

)
< log

(
1 +

ε

p

)
≤ r.

For the lower bound, since ps,t > p > 2ε implies that 1
ps,t−ε <

1
0.5·ps,t ,

log

(
ps,t

ps,t ± ε

)
≤ log

(
ps,t

ps,t − ε

)
< log

(
ps,t

0.5 · ps,t

)
= 2 ≤ r.

Notice that without restricting the probabilities by p, it may be that ps,t = 2−Θ(n), and so
the best bound we could establish is r = O(log(ε ·2n)). Put differently, only derandomization
with exponentially small error ε = 2−Θ(n) would imply r = O(1) and otherwise r = O(n).
Such a good derandomization is sufficient for NL, and we remind the reader that we do
not know to argue better than NL ⊆ L2 due to [Sav70]. Since his algorithm requires space
Ω(log n · logw), and remind that we aim to use the estimator as a building block for PRG,
using it even once would blow up the space complexity to make construction irrelevant.9 It
follows that non trivial estimators must restrict their inputs.

For our purposes, we aim to construct an (n,w, εG) PRG G with seed length O(log n ·
log(n/εG)+logw) based on estimators. Let D be some (n,w, εD) derandomization algorithm,
and we wish to use Claim 2.12 to transform D into an (n,w, r) estimator. By looking ahead,
the parameters r and p plays crucial role in the construction (see Sections 4.1 and 4.3), and
so we elaborate on them in a high level:

1. r is related the entropy loss at every recursion level, which in turn determines the
initial seed length of the PRG. Thus, log n recursion levels would require at least seed
length of Ω(r · log n).

2. p is related to the final error of the PRG, εG. The PRG would invoke the estimator on
every state that reached by some of its pseudo generated sequences. By paying an error
of p · nw once into εG, we can assume that all the visited states have probabilities at
least ≥ p, and in turn to invoke the estimator. However, this would enforce εG ≥ p·nw,
and hence we restrict that p ≤ 1/nw.

The maximum acceptable value of r is O(log n). Regarding p, we do not mind taking p =
1/nw, as we focus on εG = 1/poly(n).10 Thus, Claim 2.12 enforces us to choose εD < 1/2p =

9Nisan [Nis92] PRG has seed length O(log n · log(nw/ε)) and optimal space complexity of O(log(nw/ε)).
Since derandomization via PRG is measured by its seed length plus space complexity, in order to make any
improvement over [Nis92], we must avoid invoking Savitch algorithm even once.

10Note that by setting εG = 1/w, our aimed seed length would be equivalent to [Nis92; INW94], while we
keen to improve them.
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1/2nw.11 We conclude an explicit estimator based on the best known derandomization result
today:

Theorem 2.13 ([Hoz21]). Let n,w ∈ N and Σ be some alphabet. Then there exists an
(n,w,Σ, r = O(1)) estimator against (n,w,Σ) BP with true states probabilities at least ≥
1/(nw |Σ|), and its space complexity is O(

√
log n/ log log n · log(nw |Σ|)).

2.7 Extractors

Definition 2.14 (Seeded Extractor). Let n, k ∈ N and ε > 0 such that n ≥ k. A function
Ext : (n) × (d) → (m) is a (k, ε)-seeded extractor (or simply extractor) if for any (n, k)
source X,

SD(E(X;Ud), Um) ≤ ε.

The space required to compute Ext is denoted by spaceExt(n, ε).

We will be interested in explicit constructions of extractors with an optimal seed length
(up to constant factors), based on the lower bound of Radhakrishnan and Ta-Shma [RTS00].
By explicit we mean a good enough space complexity. The next definition describes the
extractors that used during the constructions.

Definition 2.15 (Linear Space Optimal Extractors). Let n, k ∈ N and ε > 0 such that
n ≥ k. A (k, ε) extractor Ext : (n) × (d) → (m) is called optimal if its parameters satisfy
the lower bounds of m, d up to constant factors:

m = k + d−O(log(1/ε)),

d = O(log(n/ε)).

The extractor is also said to have linear space if spaceExt(n, ε) = O(n).

We remark that explicit constructions of such extractors are not known, specifically with
respect to the optimal seed length. However, the extractor of Guruswami, Umans, and
Vadhan [GUV09] has suitable enough parameters, and using it instead at the constructions
of Sections 4.1 and 4.3 would yield similar results up to log log factors.

Theorem 2.16 ([GUV09], Theorem 4.21). For all positive integers n ≥ k and all ε > 0,
there is an explicit construction of a (k, ε) extractor Ext : (n)× (d)→ (m) with

d = O(log n+ log k · log(k/ε)),

m = k + d− 2 log(1/ε)−O(1).
11A broader outlook shows that even if εD ≤ 1/w, the multiplicative factor r would still be reasonable as

r = O(log(εD/p)) = O(log((1/w) · nw)) = O(log n). The rational of choosing larger εD is due to the space
complexity of D, that might be lower, as it depends on εD. This, however, is only theoretical note: (1) all
the derandomization algorithms nowadays do not distinguish between either εD = 1/w or εD = 1/nw (with
respect to their space complexity), and (2) εD = 1/w implies that p = 2/w, and we do not know to analyze
the correctness of G when p� 1/nw.
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2.8 One to one algorithms

Let Ω,Λ be two sets, and let f : Ω → Λ be some function. We say that f is a bijection,
denoted by Ω ←→f Λ, if for every x 6= y ∈ Ω, f(x) 6= f(y) and for all z ∈ Λ there exists
some x such that f(x) = z. When f clears from context, we abbreviate Ω←→ Λ.

LetDΩ be distribution over the input set and denote byDΛ the corresponding distribution
over the output, i.e. DΛ(y) = DΩ(f−1(y)). If Ω ←→ Λ, we abuse notation to denote this
also by DΩ ←→ DΛ. Note that as two underlying distributions are the same, it follows that
the random variables X ∼ DΩ and Y ∼ DΛ satisfies H∞(X) = H∞(Y ).

Additionally, we say that f is a bijection up to probability ε > 0, denoted by DΩ
ε←→f

DΛ, if there exists some subset Π ⊂ Ω with small probability mass DΩ(Π) ≤ ε such that f
is a bijection between Ω \ Π ←→f Λ (alternatively, DΩ\Π ←→f DΛ). We again abbreviate

DΩ
ε←→ DΛ when f clears from context.

2.9 Condensers

Condensers first introduced also at [RR99], but since then the definition was modified and
better constructions were obtained. The following captures the common definition today.

Definition 2.17 (Condenser). Let n, k ∈ N and ε > 0 such that n ≥ k. A function
C : (n)× (d)→ (m) is a k →ε k

′ condenser if for every (n, k) source X,

Hε
∞(C(X,Ud)) ≥ k′.

Yet in the context of [RR99], a slightly different definition was used that considered only
Extractor-Condenser pairs, that matched more easily to the construction.

Definition 2.18 (Extractor-Condenser pair). Let n, k, a ∈ N and ε > 0 such that n ≥ k. A
pair of functions (Ext,C) : (n)× (d)→ (m)× (b) is a (k, ε, a)-ECP if Ext : (n)× (d)→ (m)
is a (k, ε) extractor, and for any distribution X where

∀x ∈ supp(X) : 2−(k+a) ≤ Pr[X = x] ≤ 2−k

then,
(X,Ud)

ε←→ (Um, Ub).

The space required to compute (Ext,C) is denoted by space(Ext,C)(n, ε). The output string of
length b is called the condensed output or the buffer output. The parameter a is named the
slackness parameter.

The slackness parameter a, makes sure the buffer output of length b will not be too large.
For example, consider the case of a = ∞, i.e. the input distribution is allowed to be an
arbitrary (n, k) source (as we do not bound the probabilities from below). Suppose that
k = o(n) and hence in case of x0 with very low probability, e.g. 2−n, the condensed output
must have length b = O(n), which is comparable to the input length n, and in turn much
larger than m.
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The original paper [RR99] also suggested how to transform any extractor to ECP by
only enlarging the seed length within a multiplicative factor, via an almost 2 universal hash
functions. Our motivation drives from the PRG construction and hence we leave the exact
details the transformation behind.

Theorem 2.19 (Theorem 5.1 and Lemma 5.2 at [RR99]). Let n, k, a ∈ N and ε > 0. Let
Ext : (n)×(`)→ (m) be any (k, ε/3) extractor. Then there exists two integers d, b = O(`+a),
and a pair of functions (Ext′,C) : (n)× (d)→ (m)× (b) such that C is computable in linear-
space (and polynomial time), and (Ext′,C) is a (k, ε, a)-ECP.

We again interested in explicit constructions of ECPs. The constructions will use the
transformation of Theorem 2.19 on (the currently non existent) extractors from Defini-
tion 2.15. Using the explicit extractors of Theorem 2.16 instead would yield similar results
up to log log factors.

Definition 2.20 (Linear Space Optimal ECPs). Let n, k, a ∈ N and ε > 0 such that n ≥ k.
A (k, ε, a) Extractor-Condenser Pair (Ext,C) : (n)× (d)→ (m)× (b) is called optimal if its
parameters satisfy:

d, b = O(log(n/ε) + a),

m = k + d−O(log(1/ε)).

The ECP said to have linear space if space(Ext,C)(n, ε) = O(n).
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3 Overview of the idea underlying [RR99] construction

The starting point of the construction is the Impagliazzo, Nisan, and Wigderson [INW94]
PRG. We sketch its construction and analysis, in adapted way from [AB09]. Then we will
sketch the idea underlying [RR99].

3.1 Overview of [INW94] PRG

Originally, the INW PRG was constructed using expanders graphs and analyzed by the
expander mixing lemma. We sketch another simple variation that is commonly used, based
on seeded extractors (Definition 2.15). First we sketch a toy example PRG that uses n+d�
n+m bits of seed to fool the class BPn+m,w and analyze it. Then we sketch the full recursive
construction at high level.

A toy example construction. Let n,m,w ∈ N. Say we want to construct an (n+m,w, ε)-
PRG. Let Ext : (n) × (d) → (m) be an (n − log(w) − 1 − log(1/ε), ε/2) extractor. The

INW : (n+ d)→ (m) generator is defined as INW(x ◦ y)
def
= x ◦ Ext(x, y). We wish to prove

that for every M ∈ BPn+m,w,

|Pr[M(Un+m) acc]− Pr[M(INW(Un+d)) acc]| ≤ ε.

Analysis. Fix a machine M ∈ BPn+m,w and let X◦Y ∼ Un×Ud. Define S = SX = M(X),
that is, S is a random variable that represents the reached state after the machine read X.
Information theoretically, the machine can store only limited information about X due to
its bounded space as we explain next. For every fixed s ∈ [w], consider the random variable
Xs that distributes uniformly over strings {0, 1}n that lead to s when fed to M :

xs ∈ Xs ⇐⇒ M(xs) = s.

Let B ⊂ [w] be all the states s that satisfy Pr[S = s] < ε/2w. Notice that for every s /∈ B,

ε/2w ≤ Pr[S = s] =
|supp(Xs)|
|supp(X)| =⇒ |supp(Xs)| ≥ |supp(X)| · ε/2w.

Recall that |supp(X)| = 2n, thus for every x ∈ supp(Xs):

Pr[Xs = x] =
1

|supp(Xs)|
≤ 2w

ε · |supp(X)| = 2−(n−log(w)−1−log(1/ε)). (5)

Thus, conditioned on s /∈ B, Xs is an (n, n − log(w) − 1 − log(1/ε)) source. Hence in that
case, Ext(X, Y ) ≈ε/2 Um. Thus, by assuming the worst case scenario that for every s ∈ B
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the PRG err with probability 1,

|Pr[M(Un+m) acc]− Pr[M(INW(Un+d)) acc]|
= |Pr[M(X ◦ Um) acc]− Pr[M(INW(X, Y )) acc]|

=

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑

s∈[w]

Pr[M(X) = s] · (Pr[Ms(Um) acc]− Pr[Ms(Ext(Xs, Y )) acc])

∣∣∣∣∣∣

≤
∣∣∣∣∣
∑

s/∈B
Pr[M(X) = s] · SD(Um,Ext(Xs, Y ))

∣∣∣∣∣+

∣∣∣∣∣
∑

s∈B
Pr[M(X) = s] · 1

∣∣∣∣∣

≤ 1 · ε
2

+ w · ε
2w

≤ ε.

Since M is arbitrary, we fooled machines of length n + m with seed length n + d. Explicit
constructions of seeded extractors are known with d� m, so the total seed length is indeed
shorter.

The full construction. We focus on the class BPn,w. The (n,w, ε) generator INW
def
=

INWlogn is defined recursively as INWh+1 : (`h+1)× (dh+1)→ (mh) where

INWh+1(x ◦ y)
def
= INW(x) ◦ INW(Exth(x, y))

INW1(x)
def
= x0

where Exth+1 : (`h+1) × (dh+1) → (mh) is a (kh+1, εExt) extractor. Let us now set the
parameters. The entropy at level h+1 is set to kh+1 = `h+1−O(log(w/εExt)). Using optimal
extractors, we have that mh = kh−O(log(1/εExt)) and dh = O(log(`h/εExt)). We make sure
that mh ≥ `h using big enough constants in advanced when choosing `h+1. Thus, the seed
develops as

`h+1 = `h + dh +O(log(w/εExt))

= `h +O(log(`h/εExt)) +O(log(w/εExt))

= O(h · logw(w/εExt)).

Denote by εh the error of INW at level h. Since the error develops as εh+1 ≤ 2εh + εExt,
it follows that εlogn ≤ n · εExt. By setting εExt = ε/n, we ensure that the final error would
accumulate to ε. Finally we deduce that

`logn = O(log n · log(nw/ε)).

About the logw entropy loss. The construction above fixes the entropy loss at each level
to Ω(logw), which clearly causes the log n · logw term at the final seed length of INW. The
reason for this follows in retrospect from the analysis, and in particular from Equation (5)
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that demonstrates the problem at the toy example. Recall that each layer of the machine
contains w nodes. Thus, during the analysis, after the machine moved via the first generated
sequence of the PRG, it can store at most logw bits of information about the input string.
Condition on that, one can continue to recycle randomness with the extractor.

This simple (yet unbeatable) analysis assumes the worst case scenario each time, imposes
the logw bits of entropy loss at each level, consequentially yields the couplement log n · logw.

3.2 Overview of the idea underlying the [RR99] construction

Raz and Reingold basically asked whether the worst case scenario is reasonable, i.e. does we
have to lose logw bits of entropy at each recursion level in order to recycle the source X?
The natural answer is negative, due to the bounded space nature of the machine. In other
words, new information that the machine learns on the input string must comes in price of
the old one. Yet no such proof (or disproof) is known.

To utilize this gap, Raz and Reingold asked whether we could do better, given that we
know how much the machines learnt, and in turn showed how to avoid the logw loss at each
level. To this end, they assumed the existence of an (n,w, r) estimator ‘A’ (Definition 2.11).
To simplify the exposition even more, assume that the estimator is accurate, i.e. r = 0, so for
any set of parameters n,w ∈ N and any machine M ∈ BPn,w and two states in it s, t ∈ [nw],

its output A(M, s, t) is the exact probability. In particular, H̃(s) = H(SUlayer(s) = s).
We again focus on a toy example, where we try to fool (n+m,w) machines with uniform

string of length� n+m. We construct a white box PRG GA that has an oracle access to A,
based on the toy example of INW, and modify it gradually. Formally, GA : BPn,w×(n+d)→
(n + m). As in INW, it defined with respect to some extractor Ext that we defer its
parameters:

GA(x ◦ y)
def
= x ◦ Ext(x, y).

By fixing A we abbreviate G
def
= GA.

3.2.1 Improving the entropy loss bound

Let X ◦ Y ∼ Un × Ud and denote by Sgen
mid, S

ideal
mid the random variables state reached by the

machine after it walked by the first n bits, generated either by G or the uniform distribution,
respectively. Note that since X ∼ Un, it follows immediately that SD(Sgen

mid, S
ideal
mid ) = 0.

Discarding states with low probability. Remind that at the original INW generator
we neglected states with low probability by assuming that INW errs with probability 1 when
reaching them. We are going to use the true states probability in the construction, and
in turn we must bound them from below. We assume that for every t ∈ [n] and q ∈ [w],

Sideal,q def
= SUt(q) ≥ ε/2(n+m)w. Such an assumption can hold without loss of generality by

increasing the final error by ε/2, as reaching any other state of the machine over the uniform
distribution occur with probability at most < (n+m)w · ε/2(n+m)w = ε/2.
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Better analysis of the entropy loss. Let smid ∼ Sgen
mid. Due to Lemma 2.3, X can be

seen as an (n, ksmid
= n−H(Sgen

mid = smid)) source:

ksmid

def
= H∞(X | Sgen

mid = smid) ≥ H∞(X)− log
1

Pr[Sgen
mid = smid]

= n−H(Sgen
mid = smid).

While we do not know to compute H(Sgen
mid = smid) directly, recall the estimator promise of

H̃(smid) = H(Sideal
mid = smid) where

H(Sideal
mid = smid) = log

1

Pr[Sideal
mid = smid]

,

but since SD(Sideal
mid , S

gen
mid) = 0 it follows that H̃(smid) = H(Sideal

mid = smid) and so using the
estimator we can compute ksmid

. We stress that the entropy gap n − ksmid
is bounded from

above by ≤ log(2(n+m)w/ε) since we discarded states with true probability < ε/2(n+m)w
(if we had not discarded those states, the entropy gap may be even close to 0).

Remind that previously we only managed to bound X as an (n, kINW = n − log(w/2ε))
source. The goal of this attempt is to potentially benefit from the gap |ksmid

− kINW|, with
the hope that is � O(logw). Now we choose (ksmid

, εExt/2) extractor Extsmid
: (n)× (d) →

(m) (instead of the previous (kINW, εExt/2) extractor Ext), and recycle the source, i.e.
Extsmid

(X, Y ) ≈εExt/2 Um. Full description of G presents in Algorithm 1.
It remains to bound the error of G. Remind that we need to consider the ε/2 error we

payed to discard states with low probabilities. Using Lemma 2.2, it follows that

|Pr[M(Un+m) acc]− Pr[G(M,Un+d) acc]|
= |Pr[M(X ◦ Um) acc]− Pr[G(M,X ◦ Y ) acc]|+ ε/2

=

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑

smid∈[w]

Pr[M(X) = smid] · (Pr[Msmid
(Um) acc]− Pr[Msmid

(Extsmid
(X, Y )) acc])

∣∣∣∣∣∣
+ ε/2

≤

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑

smid∈[w]

Pr[M(X) = smid] · SD(Um,Extsmid
(X, Y ))

∣∣∣∣∣∣
+ ε/2

≤

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑

smid∈[w]

Pr[M(X) = smid] · ε/2

∣∣∣∣∣∣
+ ε/2

≤ ε.
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Algorithm 1: First version of G.

Input: A machine M ∈ BPn,w. Strings x ◦ y ∈ (n+ d), state sin ∈ [nw].
Oracle function: An (n,w, r) estimator A.
Output: A state sout ∈ [nw].

1 Set smid ←Msin(x).

2 Compute ksmid
= n− H̃(smid) using A.

3 Let Extsmid
: (n)× (d)→ (m) be a (ksmid

, ε/2) extractor.
Compute z = Extsmid

(x, y).
4 Set sout ←Msmid

(z).

It is easy to convince that the worst case scenario has not prevented yet, as its possible
that Sgen

mid(smid) = 1/w and hence H(Sgen
mid = smid) = logw. In turn, ksmid

is comparable to
kINW and we had gain nothing.

3.2.2 Recycling the input state

The next improvement would be to recycle the lost entropy at the input state. Recall the
full construction of INW, which always condition the source on the mid state before going
right. The crux of [RR99] construction is to recycle the lost entropy from previous conditions
along the recursion tree.

To do so, first recall that INW implicitly fixes arbitrary beginning state sin from where
it begins the analysis (that it must not be sinit). Alternatively, we consider the input state
as a random variable Sideal

in that distributes according to Msinit
(Ulayer(Sideal

in )).

The input for G is redefined as Sideal
in ◦X ◦Y , and we keen to define the joint distribution

Sideal
in ◦X to have “full entropy”, i.e. H∞(Sideal

in ◦X) = n.

Defining the input length. Define `s
def
= n − H̃(s), and we consider X as a uniform

string over `Sideal
in

, i.e. X ∼ U`
Sideal

in

. We emphasize that `s computable given A. To test this

definition, we turn to compute H∞(Sideal
in ◦X). While we do not know to compute it directly

since Sideal
in is a general distribution (where min entropy focus is on (n, k) sources), we can

compute it indirectly. Notice that for every sin ∈ supp(Sideal
in ) the length of X is fixed as `sin .

Then since X is uniform,

H(Sideal
in ◦X = sin ◦ x) = H(Sideal

in = sin) + `sin = H(Sideal
in = sin) + n− H̃(sideal

in ) = n,

where we used the accuracy r = 0 of the estimator. Consequentially, since the above holds
for every support element, indeed H∞(Sideal

in ◦X) = n.

Notice that unless H(Sideal
in = sin) = H̃(sin) = 0, `sin < n. In turn, we can not even use X

to generate the first n bits (as in the toy INW). To do so, recall we discarded states with true

probability < ε/2(n+m)w, thus it always holds that H̃(sin) ≤ log(2(n+m)/ε). By enlarging
`s in advance by this amount, we ensure that for every state s, `s ≥ n. Consequentially, the
min entropy will be larger, which only plays for our advantage. Therefore:

`s
def
= n− H̃(s) + log(2(n+m)/ε).
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The base step. We use X to generate n bits, and indeed we engineered |X| = `Sideal
in
≥ n.

Let Sideal
mid , S

gen
mid be random variables of the reached state of the machine after it read the first

n bits, either feeded with G or the uniform distribution, respectively. Since X is uniform,
we conclude that

SD(Sideal
mid , S

gen
mid) = 0.

Analyzing the entropy. Let smid ∼ Sgen
mid. We want to consider (Sideal

in ◦X | Sgen
mid = smid)

as some (n′, ksmid
) source and to recycle it with a short seeded extractor. We again can not

compute the min entropy ksmid
directly as Sideal

in is a general distribution. Using the same
trick from before and Lemma 2.6, notice that for every support element sin ◦ x,

H(Sideal
in ◦X = sin ◦ x | Sgen

mid = smid)

≥ H(Sideal
in ◦X = sin ◦ x)−H(Sgen

mid = smid)

= H(Sideal
in = sin) + `sin −H(Sgen

mid = smid)

= H(Sideal
in = sin) + `sin −H(Sideal

mid = smid)

= `smid
+ (`sin − `smid

) + H(Sideal
in = sin)−H(Sideal

mid = smid)

= `smid
+ (−H̃(sin) + H̃(smid)) + H(Sideal

in = sin)−H(Sideal
mid = smid)

= `smid

def
= ksmid

,

where we used the fact that SD(Sgen
mid, S

ideal
mid ) = 0 and the estimator is accurate. We emphasize

that ksmid
is computable given the estimator and smid. Notice that input length is a random

variable n′
Sideal

in

def
= n′ = `Sideal

in
+ log(nw), so in turn the extractor need to be taken also as a

random variable.
We summarize the discussion so far. By beginning with uniform string of length `Sideal

in
,

after walking the first n bits via G, we managed to bound Sideal
in ◦X min entropy as ksmid

=
`smid

. This is exactly amount of entropy required to instantiate the (modified) PRG when it
began from smid, and so we avoided the logw loss entirely!

Extraction. Let ExtSin,smid
: (n′Sin

)×(d)→ (m) be a random variable of (ksmid
, ε) extractor.

We stress that the output bits length of any extractor depends only on its input entropy,
and hence msmid

is a fixed number for every smid even though the extractor is a random
variable. However, the seed length depends on the input length, and consequentially is
also a random variable. To emphasize this, we redefine dSin

def
= d and msmid

def
= m. Now by

definition, ExtSin,smid
(Sin ◦X | Sgen

mid = smid, Y ) ≈ε Umsmid
. By using optimal extractors from

Definition 2.15,

msmid
= ksmid

−O(log(1/ε)) = `smid
−O(log(1/ε)),

dSin
= O(log(n′Sin

/ε)) = O(log(n/ε) + log logw).

Thus, the seed length of ExtSin,smid
is bounded from above.
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Going back to random variables. The analysis holds for every smid, so

Sgen
mid ◦ ExtSideal

in ,Sgen
mid

(Sin ◦X | Sgen
mid, Y ) ≈ε Sgen

mid ◦ UmSgen
mid

.

Recall that SD(Sideal
mid , S

gen
mid) = 0 and hence it would not be hard to prove that

SD(Sgen
mid ◦ U`Sgen

mid

, Sideal
mid ◦ U`Sideal

mid

) = 0, (6)

since the distribution Sgen
mid and Sideal

in are merely the same. The modified PRG is defined in
Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2: Second version of G.

Input: A machine M ∈ BPn,w. Strings x ◦ y ∈ (`sin + d), state sin ∈ [nw].
Oracle function: An (n,w, r) estimator A.
Output: A state sout ∈ [nw].

1 Set smid ←Msin(x0,...,n−1).
2 Compute ksmid

= `smid
using A.

3 Let Extsin,smid
: (`sin + log(nw))× (dsin)→ (msmid

) be a (ksmid
, ε) extractor.

Compute z = Extsin,smid
(x ◦ sin, y).

4 Set sout ←Msmid
(z).

Combining everything. It follows immediately that

Sideal
in ◦ U`

Sideal
in

◦ Sgen
mid ◦ ExtSideal

in ,Sgen
mid

(Sideal
in ◦ U`

Sideal
in

| Sgen
mid, UdSideal

in

)

≈ε Sideal
in ◦ USideal

in
◦ Sgen

mid ◦ U`Sgen
mid

= Sideal
in ◦ USideal

in
◦ Sideal

mid ◦ U`Sideal
mid

,

where we used Equation (6). Thus, similarly to before, it would not be hard to prove that
G is an ε white box PRG with seed length `Sideal

in
+ dSideal

in
. We conclude the commentary by

observing that for w, ε−1 � 2n, indeed the PRG seed is shorter then n+m:

`Sideal
in

+ dSideal
in
≤ n+O(log((n+m)w/ε)) +O(log(n/ε) + log logw)

� n+m.

3.2.3 Full construction and its problem

We use h = log n recursions levels based on the above toy example. Denote the PRG error
at level h as ε(h), and εExt as fixed error of all the used extractors. Every recursion level
applies an extractor, which enforces O(log(1/εExt)) loss of entropy due to the unavoidable
loss of extractors. We also need to consider different seeds for the extractors, denoted by
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d1,s . . . , dh,s. Thus, the seed length `h,s, now functions both of a state and the recursion level,
develops as

`h+1,s = `h,s + dh,s +O(log(1/εExt))

= `h,s +O(log(`h,s/εExt)) +O(log(1/εExt))

= h ·O(log(`h,s/εExt)) + `0,s.

For the base case h = 0 we set `0,s = O(log nw/ε) − H̃(s) and ensure that for every s,
`0,s > 0. The error develops as

ε(h+ 1) = 2ε(h) + εExt =⇒ ε(h) ≤ 2h · εExt,

so one need to choose in advance εExt = ε/n to achieve final error ε. So in summary,

`logn,sinit
= O(log n · (log(n/ε) + log logw) + logw).

w

n

s0

s1

s2

s3

s4

s5

s6

s7

s8

v

v0

v00

v000

x000

v001

x001 = Es0(x000 ◦ s0, y00)

x00 = (x000, y00)

v01

v010

x010

v011

x011 = Es2(x010 ◦ s2, y01)

x01 = Es0(x00 ◦ s0, y0)
x01 = (x010, y01)

x0 = (x00, y0)

v1

v10

v100

x100

v101

x101 = Es4(x100 ◦ s4, y)

x10

v11

v110

x110

v111

x111 = Es6(x110 ◦ s6, y11)

x11 = Es4(x1 ◦ s4, y1)
x11 = (x110, y11)

x1 = Es0(x0 ◦ s0, y)
x1 = (x10, y1)

Figure 1: Example of the construction from Section 4.1 against some (n,w) BP. The
generator runs on input x = (x0, y) and begin its execution at the root v. The edge labels
describes the passed string from mothers to daughters. The machine’s layers are represented
by the vertical bars at the bottom. The curve line represents the computation path of the
machine on the generator output.
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The problem. The immediate problem that arises is the necessity to remember the input
state at each node, sin, if one wish to recycle it when going right. This restriction blows up
the space complexity to Ω(log n · logw) (actually, the exact space complexity is much worse
as we analyze in Claim 4.4). Such high space seems to miss the purpose, as we remind the
reader that Nisan [Nis92] PRG can be evaluated at space O(log(nw/ε)) given a seed length
O(log n · log(nw/ε)).

To overcome this issue, [RR99] used two ideas. We elaborate more on them in Sections 4.2
and 4.3. A full and analyzed construction based on the above, with arbitrary parameter r
is presented in Section 4.1.
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4 Constructions

4.1 Algorithm that saves the input states

4.1.1 Definitions and Parameters

For every n,w, r ∈ N and εfinal > 0, we define the function

T hn,w,r : {(n,w, r) Est} × BPn,w × [nw]× {0, 1}`h,s,r,εfinal → {0, 1}2h × [nw]

where the string length `h,s,r,εfinal
depends on the input state s ∈ [nw]. By fixing n,w, r, εfinal

we abbreviate T h
def
= T hn,w,r and `h,s

def
= `h,s,r,εfinal

.
Given an (n,w, r) estimator A, machine M ∈ BPn,w, some input state s ∈ [nw] and input

string x of length `h,s (that depends on the state), T h will generate pseudo random sequence
g of length 2h, and output the state reached by the machine M . That is, T h(M,x, sin) = sout

if and only if T h generated a sequence g such that Msin(g) = sout. As (A,M) will be clear

from context, we abbreviate T h(x, sin)
def
= T h(A,M, x, sin).

The input length of T h is defined as

`h,s = `h,s,r,εfinal

def
= h · (dmax + lossExt + lossA) + 10 log(nw/εfinal) + r − H̃(s). (7)

We use a series of linear space optimal extractors Ext1, . . . ,Exth from Definition 2.15 and
defer their parameters settings. The parameter εExt > 0 is the error of all those extractors,
lossExt = O(log(1/εExt)) is the unavoidable loss of them (see Section 2.7), lossA = 2r +
O(1) is the entropy loss imposed by the estimator at each level we use it, and dmax =

O(log log(nw/εfinal)+r
εExt

) is the maximum seed length of all the mentioned extractors. As the

error will be accumulated over all the n internal nodes of T logn, we set εExt = εfinal/n
O(1).

The family T = {Tn,w,r} defined as follows. The function

Tn,w,r : {(n,w, r) Est} × BPn,w × [nw]× (seed(n,w, r, ε))→ {0, 1}n × [nw]

is defined as Tn,w,r(A,M, sin, x)
def
= T logn

n,w,r(A,M, sin, x) where sin is some state of M in layer

1. We abbreviate Tn,w,r(A,M, x)
def
= Tn,w,r(A,M, sinit, x) where sinit is the initial state of M .

The seed length of Tn,w,r bounds from above the input length of T hn,w,r:

seed(n,w, r, ε) = O(log n · (log(n/ε) + log logw + r) + logw).

At Theorem 4.1 we prove that Tn,w,r is a white box PRG. While its definition is slightly
different from Definition 1.4, looking ahead, it would be easier for our purposes to also
output the reached state.
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4.1.2 Construction

The algorithm discern between different types of inputs and outputs. Oracle functions are
fixed and not counted as part of the input. Global inputs are fixed and read only for the
entire recursion, thus counted only once. Local inputs are used separately by each recursion
node of the algorithm, and thus counted in their working tapes. Outputs and generated
strings are printed to write-only tape and thus are not counted in the space complexity (yet,
a caller to subroutines needs to store them into her working tape).

We describe the algorithm T h+1 for fixed inputs. At Figure 1 we illustrate the algorithm
T 3 against some BP.

Oracle function: An (n,w, r) estimator ‘A’.

Global input: A machine M ∈ BPn,w.

Local input: A state sideal
in , and a string xin = (xleft, y) of length `h+1,sideal

in
such that xleft ∈

(`h,sideal
in

).

Output: A state sgen,gen
out .

Generated string: A string g of length 2h+1, to be read by the machine M at layers
layer(sideal

in ), ..., layer(sgen,gen
out )− 1 (note that layer(sideal

in ) + 2h+1 = layer(sgen,gen
out )).

Algorithm:

1. If h = 0: generate g = (xin)0, and output sgen,gen
out as the state reached by M after

it read g.

2. Otherwise:

(a) Call T h(sideal
in , xleft) and denote its output by sgen

mid. Its generated string ggen
left is

not stored.

(b) i. Compute H̃(sideal
in ), H̃(sgen

mid) using A, in order to compute `h,sideal
in

, `h,sgen
mid

,
respectively.

ii. Let Extsideal
in ,sgen

mid
: (n′

sideal
in

)×(dsideal
in

)→ (msgen
mid

) be a (ksgen
mid
, εExt) linear space

optimal extractor, where

n′sideal
in

= `h,sideal
in

+ log(nw),

ksgen
mid

= `h,sgen
mid
− 2r −O(1).

Compute
xright

def
= Extsideal

in ,sgen
mid

(sideal
in ◦ xleft, y).

(to see that indeed the input string has enough entropy and the seed y is
sufficiently long, refer to the analysis.)

iii. Call T h(sgen
mid, xright) and denote its output by sgen,gen

out . Its generated string
ggen,gen

right is not stored.
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(c) Output sgen,gen
out . The generated string is g

def
= ggen

left ◦ ggen,gen
right .

Theorem 4.1 (Correctness). Let h, iin ∈ N such that h ≤ log n and iin ≤ n−2h. Let Sideal
in

def
=

Sideal,iin
in be the ideal distribution over states at layer iin of M , that is, Sideal

in = Msinit
(Uiin).

Denote the distributions:

Sgen,gen
out = T h(Sideal

in , U`
h,Sideal

in

),

Sideal
out = MSideal

in
(U2h).

Then, for ε(h)
def
= 2O(h) · εExt,

SD(Sgen,gen
out , Sideal

out ) ≤ ε(h) + εfinal/2.

Proof. From hereon we assume that for every t ∈ [n] and q ∈ [w], Sideal,t(q) = SUt(q) ≥
εfinal/2nw (that is, the true state probability of every state is at least εfinal/2nw). This
follows as we can assume that T h+1 errs with probability 1 on all the rest of the states,
which happens with probability at most

≤ nw · εfinal/2nw = εfinal/2.

Hence, from now on, we need to prove that SD(Sgen,gen
out , Sideal

out ) ≤ ε(h). The proof goes by
induction on h.

Base case, h = 0. First note that the input string is not empty. Let sideal
in ◦x ∼ Sideal

in ◦Xin.
Since we discarded states with true probability < εfinal/2nw, it follows that Hideal(sideal

in ) ≤
log(2nw/εfinal). Due to the estimator guarantee,

H̃(sideal
in ) < Hideal(sideal

in ) + r.

Hence it follows by Equation (7) that

|x| = `0,sideal
in

= 10 log(nw/εfinal) + r − H̃(sideal
in ) > 0.

The base case now follows immediately since Xin is uniform: the generated string is truly
uniform, and hence the reached state distributes ideally:

SD(Sgen,gen
out , Sideal

out ) = 0 ≤ ε(0).

Induction hypothesis. We assume inductively that the claim holds for h, and prove it
to h + 1. Let Sideal

in be a random variable over the states at some fixed input layer iin, and
Xin = (Xleft, Y ) be a uniform string of length `h+1,Sideal

in
where |Xin| = `h,Sideal

in
. Define the

distributions:

Sgen
mid = T h(Sideal

in , Xleft),

Sideal
mid = MSideal

in
(U2h).

(8)

And note that by the induction hypothesis:

SD(Sgen
mid, S

ideal
mid ) ≤ ε(h). (9)
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Entropy analysis. Let sgen
mid ∼ Sgen

mid. Denote by E the event that (Sideal
in ◦Xleft | Sgen

mid = sgen
mid)

is an (n′
Sideal

in
, ksgen

mid
) source, where

n′Sideal
in

= `h,Sideal
in

+ log(nw)

ksgen
mid

= `h,sgen
mid
− 2r − log(5).

We stress that the length n′
Sideal

in
is a random variable whereas the entropy ksgen

mid
is fixed

number. We prove in Claim 4.3 that Pr[E] ≤ 2ε(h). We emphasize that ksgen
mid

is computable

by the generator T h as after fixing sgen
mid, `h,sgen

mid
is a deterministic number given the estimator

A. From hereon we assume that E occurred, and aggregate the error afterwards.

Extraction. Let ExtSideal
in ,sgen

mid
be a random variable of (ksgen

mid
, εExt) linear space optimal

extractor, where ExtSideal
in ,sgen

mid
: (n′

Sideal
in

) × (dSideal
in

) → (msgen
mid

) is given by Definition 2.15.

Thus,

dSideal
in

= O

(
log

`h,Sideal
in

+ log(nw)

εExt

)
.

Recall that h ≤ log n, by the estimator guarantee H̃(Sideal
in ) ≤ H(Sideal

in ) + r. Since we
discarded states with low probabilities, H(Sideal

in ) ≤ log(2nw/εfinal). Therefore,

dSideal
in
≤ O

(
log

`logn,Sideal
in

+ log(nw)

εExt

)
≤ O

(
log

log(nw/εfinal) + r

εExt

)
def
= dmax.

Remind that Xin = (Xleft, Y ) where |Xin| = `h+1,Sideal
in

and |Xleft| = `h,Sideal
in

. Thus,

|Y | = `h+1,Sideal
in
− `h,Sideal

in
= Θ(dmax + log(1/εExt) + r),

so indeed Y is sufficiently long and independent from Sideal
in ◦Xleft. By choosing large enough

constants we can ensure that

msgen
mid

= ksgen
mid
−O(log(1/εExt)) + |Y |

= (`h,sgen
mid
− log(5)− 2r)−O(log(1/εExt)) + |Y |

≥ `h,sgen
mid
,

Define

Xright
def
= ExtSideal

in ,sgen
mid

(Sideal
in ◦Xleft | Sgen

mid = sgen
mid, Y ).

By the extractor definition, Xright ≈εExt
Um

s
gen
mid

. In particular, notice that msgen
mid

is a fixed

number for any random variable extractor and source.
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By considering the bad event E, it follows that

Pr
sgen
mid∼S

gen
mid

[
SD
(
Xright | Sgen

mid = sgen
mid , U`h,Sgen

mid

| Sgen
mid = sgen

mid

)
> εExt

]
≤ 2ε(h).

Thus, due to Lemma 2.4,

SD(Sgen
mid ◦Xright, S

gen
mid ◦ U`h,Sgen

mid

) ≤ εExt + 2ε(h). (10)

The hybrid distributions. Define the following random variables:

• T h(Sgen
mid, Xright) = Sgen,gen

out (since it was generated when invoked with generated inputs),

• T h(Sideal
mid , U`h,sideal

mid

) = Sgen
out (recall Sideal

mid definition from Equation (8)),

• MSideal
mid

(U2h) = Sideal
out .

Combining everything together. Due to Lemma 2.2,

SD(Sgen,gen
out , Sgen

out ) ≤ SD(Sgen
mid ◦Xright, S

gen
mid ◦ U`h,Sgen

mid

) + SD(Sgen
mid ◦ U`h,Sgen

mid

, Sideal
mid ◦ U`h,Sideal

mid

)

We invoke Claim 4.2 to bound the second term by SD(Sgen
mid, S

ideal
mid ). Then by combining it

with Equations (9) and (10) we conclude:

SD(Sgen,gen
out , Sgen

out ) ≤ (εExt + 2ε(h)) + SD(Sgen
mid, S

ideal
mid )

≤ 3ε(h) + εExt.

Now by applying the induction hypothesis again we conclude,

SD(Sgen
out , S

ideal
out ) ≤ ε(h).

We sum everything up. We use the triangle inequality and Lemma 2.2 to conclude:

ε(h+ 1) = SD(Sgen,gen
out , Sideal

out )

≤ SD(Sgen,gen
out , Sgen

out ) + SD(Sgen
out , S

ideal
out )

≤ 4ε(h) + εExt,

thus ε(h+ 1) ≤ 2O(h+1) · εExt, and the proof follows.

Therefore, by setting εExt = εfinal/n
O(1), the error at level log n would accumulate to εfinal:

ε(log n) ≤ 2O(logn) · εExt/n
O(1) + εfinal/2 = εfinal. (11)

Claim 4.2. Let S1, S2 be two state distributions over the same layer i. Then,

SD(S1 ◦ U`h,S1
, S2 ◦ U`h,S2

) ≤ SD(S1, S2).
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Proof. We first note that for any random variable state S, while U`h,S depends on the elements
s ∈ supp(S), it does not depend on their probability Pr[S = s]. Indeed, recall that

by Equation (7), for every state s, `h,s depends only on H̃(s), which is a fixed number
independent of the distribution S.

Thus, since i = layer(S1) = layer(S2), the sample space of S1 ◦ U`h,S1
and S2 ◦ U`h,S2

are
equal. In turn, by defining S = {s ∈ [nw] : layer(s) = i}, we can measure the statistical
distance between them as:

SD(S1 ◦ U`h,S1
, S2 ◦ U`h,S2

) =
1

2

∑

s∈S,x∈(`h,s)

∣∣Pr[S1 = s ∧ U`h,s = x]− Pr[S2 = s ∧ U`h,s = x]
∣∣

=
1

2

∑

s∈S,x∈(`h,s)

∣∣Pr[U`h,s = x] · (Pr[S1 = s]− Pr[S2 = s])
∣∣

=
1

2

∑

s∈S
|Pr[S1 = s]− Pr[S2 = s]| ·

∑

x∈(`h,s)

Pr[U`h,s = x]

=
1

2

∑

s∈S
|Pr[S1 = s]− Pr[S2 = s]| · 1

= SD(S1, S2).

Claim 4.3. Let Sideal
in , Xleft, and Sgen

mid be random variables defined as in the proof of Theo-
rem 4.1. Then, with probability 1 − 2ε(h) over sgen

mid ∼ Sgen
mid, the distribution Sideal

in ◦ Xleft |
Sgen

mid = sgen
mid is an (n′

Sideal
in

, ksgen
mid

) source where:

n′Sideal
in

= `h,Sideal
in

+ log(nw)

ksgen
mid

= `h,sgen
mid
− 2r − log(5).

Proof. It follows immediately that n′
Sideal

in
=
∣∣Sideal

in ◦Xleft

∣∣ = `h,Sideal
in

+log(nw), and we turn to

prove the claim about the entropy. Due to Lemma 2.6, for every sideal
in ◦x ∈ supp(Sideal

in ◦Xleft),

H(Sideal
in ◦Xleft = sideal

in ◦ x | Sgen
mid = sgen

mid) ≥ H(Sideal
in ◦Xleft = sideal

in ◦ x)−H(Sgen
mid = sgen

mid).
(12)

We note that every fixing of sideal
in fixes the length of x as |x| = `h,sideal

in
. Thus,

H(Sideal
in ◦Xleft = sideal

in ◦ x) = H(Sideal
in = sideal

in ) + `h,sideal
in

. (13)

Say that sgen
mid is good if

∣∣H(Sideal
mid = sgen

mid)−H(Sgen
mid = sgen

mid)
∣∣ ≤ log(5), (14)
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and otherwise say it is bad. We invoke Claim 2.7 with the distributions X = Sideal
mid , Y = Sgen

mid

and α = ε(h), β = 1/4 to conclude that

Pr
sgen
mid∼S

gen
mid

[sgen
mid is bad] ≤ 2ε(h).

By the estimator guarantee,

H(Sideal
mid = sgen

mid) ≤ H̃(sgen
mid) + r,

H(Sideal
in = sideal

in ) ≥ H̃(sideal
in )− r.

(15)

Then, given that sgen
mid is good:

H(Sideal
in ◦Xleft = sideal

in ◦ x | Sgen
mid = sgen

mid)

≥ H(Sideal
in ◦Xleft = sideal

in ◦ x)−H(Sgen
mid = sgen

mid) (Eq. (12))

= `h,sideal
in

+ H(Sideal
in = sideal

in )−H(Sgen
mid = sgen

mid) (Eq. (13))

≥ `h,sideal
in

+ H(Sideal
in = sideal

in )−H(Sideal
mid = sgen

mid)− log(5) (Eq. (14))

≥ `h,sideal
in

+ H̃(sideal
in )− H̃(sgen

mid)− 2r − log(5) (Eq. (15))

= `h,sgen
mid

+ (`h,sideal
in
− `h,sgen

mid
) + H̃(sideal

in )− H̃(sgen
mid)− 2r − log(5)

= `h,sgen
mid

+ (−H̃(sideal
in ) + H̃(sgen

mid)) + H̃(sideal
in )− H̃(sgen

mid)− 2r − log(5) (Eq. (7))

= `h,sgen
mid
− 2r − log(5)

def
= ksgen

mid
.

Thus, we proved that with probability 1− 2ε(h), each element in Sideal
in ◦Xleft | Sgen

mid = sgen
mid

can be sampled with probability ≤ 2
−k

s
gen
mid , hence its an (n′

Sideal
in

, ksgen
mid

) source.

Claim 4.4 (Space complexity). For every εfinal > 0, the generator Tn,w,r(A,M, x) can be
computed in space

O(log n logw + log2 n · (log(n/εfinal) + r)) + spaceA(n,w, r).

Proof. We allocate one space tape to compute H̃(·) using A. Its length is spaceA(n,w, r) and
is used and reused on the fly, and hence counted only once. Each intermediate node needs to
save all its inputs while calling to its left son, which costs linear space in the input length (that
bounded by the seed length of Tn,w,r) plus additional one state: seed(n,w, εfinal) + log(nw).

We evaluate the extractors in designated space tape and saves their result at the internal
nodes space. Recall that we chose linear space extractors, thus spaceExt(m, εExt) = O(m).
In summary the entire cost is dominated by the seed:

space(n,w, r, εfinal) = log n · (log(nw) + seed(n,w, r, εfinal))

+ spaceExt(seed(n,w, r, εfinal), εExt)

+ spaceA(n,w, r)

= O(log n · seed(n,w, r, εfinal)) + spaceA(n,w, r)

= O(log n · logw + log2 n · (log(n/εfinal) + r)) + spaceA(n,w, r).
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Corollary 4.5. Let n,w, r ∈ N and ε > 0. Let A be an (n,w, r) multiplicative estimator.
Assume there exists explicit construction of linear space optimal extractors as in Defini-
tion 2.15. Then Tn,w,r(A, ·, ·) is an (n,w, ε) white box PRG with seed length

seed(n,w, r, ε) = O(log n · (log(n/ε) + log logw + r) + logw),

and is computable in space

O(log n · logw + log2 n · (log(n/ε) + r)) + spaceA(n,w, r).
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4.2 Algorithm that saves the previous state

Although the previous algorithm has the desired seed length (i.e. it decoupled the dependence
on logw), it lacks a reasonable space complexity. Since derandomization via an algorithm
(or a PRG) is determined by the maximum of its input length and space consumption, in
such high space we remind the reader that he can use Nisan’s generator that requires seed
length O(log n · log(nw/ε)) but optimal space complexity O(log(nw/ε)). That means that a
shorter seed is good only if the accompanied space required to compute the generator is low.

We analyze two reasons for the high space complexity of the algorithm from Section 4.1:

1. Each internal node in the generator needs to save its input state, sin.

2. Each internal node needs to save its input string x when going left (in contrast to the
regular INW generator).

To overcome the first issue, we purpose an elementary change in the algorithm. First, we use
two global registers and maintain the current and previous states, denoted scurr and sprev,
respectively, which costs only O(logw) space.12 We update them only in the leaves T 0 by
setting sprev ← scurr and scurr to the new reached state (after walking with the generated
sequence x0).

Now consider any internal node T h+1 during the recursion, and denote sin ← scurr, i.e. the
machine is at state sin before beginning the execution of T h+1. Now run the first recursive
call of T h to generate the first 2h pseudo random bits. Let sgen

mid ← scurr and (sgen
mid)prev ← sprev

represent the current and previous states (we stress that layer(sgen
mid) = layer((sgen

mid)prev) + 1).
We already showed that recycling the entropy of sin would compensate for the entire

O(logw) loss factor that occurs at INW. We suggest a different variant that resolves the
same issue. Instead of recycling sin when going right, we recycle (sgen

mid)prev, that is

xright = Extsgen
mid

(xleft ◦ (sgen
mid)prev, y).

Actually, such a suggestion sounds even natural. At every node we lose entropy due to sgen
mid,

and gain entropy back due to (sgen
mid)prev. Thus, every lost entropy is immediately compensated

in the next extraction. It would not be hard to prove that such invariant fools any input
machine with the same seed length as the previous algorithm (up to constant factors). We
stress that the first issue is completely solved, as only 2 states are saved throughout.

However, the modified algorithm still requires exactly the same space as before due to
issue (2). To see this, consider any internal node at height 1

2
log n and denote its current

randomness buffer as xcurr. Eventually, when he will turn to go to its right son, he must uses
the extractor on xcurr rather than the original randomness buffer x (like in INW), because
all the lost entropy of the previous nodes are now restored at xcurr. The next algorithm will
resolve that issue.

12More preciously, we defined a state as an element in [nw] and hence it can be represented by O(log(nw))
bits. We focus on the regime w � n, and hence sometimes neglect the O(log n) term.
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4.3 Algorithm with condensers

4.3.1 Definitions

We describe a modification of T h and T from Section 4.1 and thus use the same notations.
For every n,w, r ∈ N and εfinal > 0, the generator T h

def
= T hn,w,r is redefined as

T h+1 : {(n,w, r) Est} × BPn,w × {0, 1}`h,s1 × [nw]2 → {0, 1}2h × {0, 1}`h,s2 × [nw]2,

where s1, s2 ∈ [nw] are two states that described explicitly in the input or output of T h+1,
respectively. By fixing an estimator and a machine, we omit them from T h input as before.
We use a series of ECPs (Ext,C)1, . . . , (Ext,C)h (in contrast to the regular extractors in
Section 4.1), and defer their exact parameters. The parameter εExt > 0 is the error of
all those ECPs. The parameters dmax, amax, bmax are the maximum seed length, slackness
and buffer output length with respect to all those ECPs. By choosing ECPs based on
Definition 2.20, we will see that:

dmax
def
= O

(
log

log(nw/εfinal) + r

εExt

+ amax

)

amax
def
= 4r +O(1)

bmax
def
= O(dmax).

The modified input length `h,s is defined in a similar way to Equation (7), but now only
depends on the ECPs seed length:

`h,s
def
= O (h · dmax) + 10 log(nw/εfinal) + r − H̃(s).

and so by plugging the parameters,

`h,s
def
= O

(
h ·
(

log

(
log(nw/εfinal)

εExt

)
+ r

))
+ 10 log(nw/εfinal) + r − H̃(s). (16)

The analysis will force us to choose εExt = εfinal/n
O(1). Thus, `h,s has asymptotically remained

as in Section 4.1. The family T = {Tn,w,r} is redefined as Tn,w,r(A,M, x)
def
= sout, where

T logn(A,M, x, 0log(nw), sinit) = (g, (x)out, (sout)prev, sout) ∈ {0, 1}n × {0, 1}`h,(sout)prev × [nw]2

such that sinit is the beginning state of M . Due to the parameters choice, it has the same
seed length as in Section 4.1:

seed(n,w, r, ε)
def
= O(log n · (log(n/ε) + log logw + r) + logw).
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4.3.2 Construction

We use the same inputs and outputs notations from Section 4.1.2. In addition, we use global
registers that are shared by all the recursion nodes, thus counted once in the final working
tape. We use pointers to the global registers, and from hereon identify pointers with the
strings that they induce.

We describe the algorithm T h+1 for fixed inputs.

Oracle function: An (n,w, r) estimator A.

Global input: A machine M ∈ BPn,w.

Global registers: Three registers named (xreg, scurrent, sprev) of length `logn,sinit
, log(nw), and

log(nw), respectively.

Local inputs: Pointers to xreg that induces a string xin such that the following holds. Denote
the current value of scurrent, sprev as sin, (sin)prev. Then xin = ((xleft)in, y) is of length
`h+1,sin , where (xleft)in ∈ (`h,sin).

Output: Modified states (sprev, scurrent) ← ((sout)prev, sout) and a string xout of length
`h+1,(sout)prev in xreg.

Generated string: A string g of length 2h+1, to be read by the machine M at layers
layer(sin), . . . , layer(sout)− 1 (note that layer(sin) + 2h+1 = layer(sout)).

Algorithm:

1. If h = 0:

(a) Generate g = x0, and denote by sout the reached state in M after reading g.

(b) Update the global registers: (xout, sprev, scurrent)← (xin, sin, sout).

2. Otherwise:

(a) Call T h((xleft)in, (sin)prev, sin)13 and denote its output by
((xleft)

gen
out, (s

gen
mid)prev, s

gen
mid). Its generated string ggen

left is not stored.

(b) i. Compute H̃((sgen
mid)prev), H̃(sgen

mid) using A in order to compute
`h,(sgen

mid)prev
, `h,sgen

mid
, respectively.

ii. Let (Ext,C)(sgen
mid)prev,s

gen
mid

: (n′
(sgen

mid)prev
) × (d(sgen

mid)prev
) → (msgen

mid
) × (bsgen

mid
) be

a (ksgen
mid
, εExt, amax) linear space optimal ECP, where

n′(sgen
mid)prev

= `h,(sgen
mid)prev

+ log(nw)

ksgen
mid

= `h,sgen
mid
− 2r −O(1)

amax = 4r +O(1).

(17)

13We stress that (xleft)in, (sin)prev, sin are not passed recursively to Th, but rather referenced from their
respective global registers xreg, scurrent, sprev. For clarity reasons, we specify them as variables explicitly.
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Compute

((xright)
gen
in , z)

def
= (Ext,C)(sgen

mid)prev,s
gen
mid

((xleft)
gen
out ◦ (sgen

mid)prev, y),

and store them on the space of (xleft)
gen
out.

14

iii. Call T h((xright)
gen
in , 0log(nw), sgen

mid) and denote its output by
((xright)

gen,gen
out , (sgen,gen

out )prev, s
gen,gen
out ). Its generated string ggen,gen

right is not
stored.

(c) Update the global register xout ← (xright)
gen,gen
out ◦ z. The generated string is

g
def
= ggen

left ◦ ggen,gen
right .

Let us first elaborate on the modified version.

Using only linear space. To avoid always remembering the variable xin, we use one
global register xreg that is modified throughout. Each internal node will update its output
xout directly into xreg. We will see that each node outputs at least the entropy that it got,
and in turn each node will begin with its required amount of entropy. The intuition for this
is simple: whenever an internal node applies an extractor to recycle the entropy, it updates
the global register xreg with the fresh randomness.

The reason for using Condensers. Although we managed to decrease the space com-
plexity, now the extractors are invoked 2h ≈ n times on the same global registers. Since
extractors have an unavoidable loss of O(log(1/εExt)), we cannot allow ourselves to choose
in advance sufficiently long seed length to compensate for the losses (indeed even 1 bit of
unavoidable loss is too much because of the multiplication factor). To overcome this issue,
we use condensers, and in particular ECP, to collect that loss at each node and recycle it
back to the parent.

Denote by dmax, bmax the maximum seed- and buffer-length among the used ECPs. By
the ECP choice, bmax = O(dmax), so saving all the buffers in depth h consumes an additional
space of h · bmax. This is tantamount to the initial seed length of Ω(h · dmax) (which required
just to instantiate the ECPs), and hence acceptable.

Why we pass 0log(nw) as the previous state when going right. Note that we use
(sgen

mid)prev as the input to the ECP, and thus recycle its entropy. Furthermore, note that after
we go right and then to the leftmost leaf of that child, we generate a bit and override the
previous state. In other words, the usage of the previous state is necessary only in internal
nodes before going right. We highlight this phenomena by passing an empty string whenever
going right.

14To see that indeed: (1) the input string has enough entropy, (2) the seed y is sufficiently long, and (3)
that (xleft)

gen
out has enough length to store the results, refer to the analysis.
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About the slackness parameter. As explained in the definition of ECP, every (n, k)
source can have elements with exponentially small probabilities. In such cases, the condenser
output of an ECP can be as long as n. As all those outputs are stored along the recursion,
we have to maintain their space. At Claim 4.7 we prove that slackness of amax = 4r + O(1)
is enough.

About the input length to the ECP. At Equation (17) we implicitly assume that
the output length of the left child is |(xleft)

gen
out| = `h,(sgen

mid)prev
. To see this, notice that the

left child output relies on the series of h + 1 outputs of his own right descendants. Each
one of them applies ECP with entropy ks0 , . . . , ksh where s0, . . . , sh = (sgen

mid)prev are the
previous h + 1 reached state, before sgen

mid. At the analysis we prove their output length is
at least `h,s0 , . . . , `0,sh , with buffer lengths bs0 , . . . bsh that are all about the same size bmax

(Equation (23)). Thus, |(xleft)
gen
out| = |bs0 ◦ · · · ◦ bsh ◦ `0,sh | = `h,sh = `h,(sgen

mid)prev
.

Claim 4.6 (Correctness). Let h, iin ∈ N such that h ≤ log n and iin ≤ n − 2h. Let Sideal
in

be the ideal distribution over states at layer iin of M , that is, Sideal
in = Msinit

(Uiin). Let
Xin ∼ U`

h,Sideal
in

. Denote the distributions:

(Xgen,gen
out , (Sgen,gen

out )prev, S
gen,gen
out ) = T h(Xin, 0

log(nw), Sideal
in ),

Sideal
out = MSideal

in
(U2h).

Then for ε(h)
def
= 2O(h) · εfinal,

1.

SD(Sgen,gen
out , Sideal

out ) ≤ ε(h) + εfinal/2.

2. T h is a bijection up to probability ε(h) + εfinal/2, i.e.

Xgen,gen
out ◦ (Sgen,gen

out )prev ◦ Sgen,gen
out

ε(h)+εfinal/2←→ Xin ◦ 0log(nw) ◦ Sideal
in .

Proof. Again we may consider without loss of generality that for every t ∈ [n] and q ∈ [w],
the ideal state probability is at least Sideal,t(q) = SUt(q) ≥ εfinal/2nw, by paying additional
εfinal/2 term to the final error.

Hence, from now on, we need to prove that:

SD(Sgen,gen
out , Sideal

out ) ≤ ε(h)

Xgen,gen
out ◦ (Sgen,gen

out )prev ◦ Sgen,gen
out

ε(h)←→ Xin ◦ 0log(nw) ◦ Sideal
in .

The proof goes by induction on h, simultaneously on all items.
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Base case, h = 0. First we show that Xin is not an empty string. Let sideal
in ◦ x ∼

Sideal
in ◦ Xin. Since we discarded states with true probability < εfinal/2nw, it must be that

H(Sideal
in = sideal

in ) ≤ log(2nw/εfinal). Due to the estimator guarantee,

H̃(sideal
in ) ≤ H(Sideal

in = sideal
in ) + r.

Hence it follows by Equation (16) that

|x| = `0,sideal
in

= 10 log(nw/εfinal) + r − H̃(sideal
in ) > 0.

For Item 1, recall the input Xin is a completely uniform string, and hence the reached state
Sgen,gen

out distributes exactly as Sideal
out i.e.

SD(Sgen,gen
out , Sideal

out ) = 0 ≤ ε(0).

Regarding Item 2, note that Xgen,gen
out = Xin and since Sgen,gen

out defined by walking from Sideal
in

via (Xin)0, indeed there is correspondence with probability 1 between the input and output,
i.e.

Xgen,gen
out ◦ (Sgen,gen

out )prev ◦ Sgen,gen
out = Xin ◦ Sideal

in ◦ Sgen,gen
out ←→ Xin ◦ 0log(nw) ◦ Sideal

in .

Induction hypothesis. Now assume both items hold for h and we prove for h + 1. Let
Xin◦Sideal

in be a random variable such that Xin = ((Xleft)in, Y ) ∼ U`
h+1,Sideal

in

where |(Xleft)in| =
`h,Sideal

in
. Define the distributions:

((Xleft)
gen
out, (S

gen
mid)prev, S

gen
mid) = T h((Xleft)in, 0

log(nw), Sideal
in ),

Sideal
mid = MSideal

mid
(U2h).

(18)

We start with writing the induction hypothesis of both Items 1 and 2,

SD(Sgen
mid, S

ideal
mid ) ≤ ε(h),

(Xleft)
gen
out ◦ (Sgen

mid)prev ◦ Sgen
mid

ε(h)←→ (Xleft)in ◦ 0log(nw) ◦ Sideal
in .

(19)

Thus, there exists a set of inputs Bleft with probability mass < ε(h) with respect to (Xleft)in ◦
Sideal

in , such that by eliminating them, T h will be a bijection (when invoked “on the left half”
with ideal inputs).

Assume (Xleft)in ◦Sideal
in /∈ Bleft. Let sgen

mid ∼ Sgen
mid. It follows immediately by the induction

hypothesis that

(Xleft)
gen
out ◦ (Sgen

mid)prev ◦ Sgen
mid | (Sgen

mid = sgen
mid)←→ (Xleft)in ◦ 0log(nw) ◦ Sideal

in | (Sgen
mid = sgen

mid).

(20)
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The bad events. To continue the analysis, we must consider several bad events. We
bound their occurrence probability, and so by increasing the final error we can assume they
do not happen.

1. The event E1 occurs if ((Xleft)in ◦ Sideal
in ) ∈ Bleft.

2. The event E2 occurs if sgen
mid is bad, where a state sgen

mid is said to be bad if

∣∣H(Sideal
mid = sgen

mid)−H(Sgen
mid = sgen

mid)
∣∣ > log(5). (21)

By the induction hypothesis,

Pr[E1] = Pr[((Xleft)in ◦ Sideal
in ) ∈ Bleft] < ε(h).

For the second event, we invoke Claim 2.7 with the distributions X = Sideal
mid , Y = Sgen

mid and
α = ε(h), β = 1/4 to conclude that

Pr[E2] = Pr
sgen
mid∼S

gen
mid

[sgen
mid is bad] ≤ 2ε(h).

Thus, by the union bound the probability that at least one bad event occurred is

Pr[E1] + Pr[E2] ≤ 3ε(h). (22)

From hereon assume that all the bad events did not occur.

Bounding the entropy. We prove at Claim 4.7 that every element in the distri-
bution ((Xleft)

gen
out ◦ (Sgen

mid)prev | Sgen
mid = sgen

mid) has occurrence probability in the regime

[2
−(k

s
gen
mid

+a)
, 2
−k

s
gen
mid ] where

ksgen
mid

= `h,sgen
mid
− 2r − log(5),

a = 2 · (2r + log(5)),

and thus a ≤ 4r +O(1) = amax.

Applying the ECP. Let (Ext,C)(Sgen
mid)prev,s

gen
mid

: (n′
(Sgen

mid)prev
) × (d(sgen

mid)prev
) → (msgen

mid
) ×

(bsgen
mid

) be a random variable of (ksgen
mid
, εExt, amax) linear space optimal ECP that is given by

Definition 2.20, where

n′(Sgen
mid)prev

= `h,(Sgen
mid)prev

+ log(nw).

We emphasizes that ksgen
mid

is computable by T h+1, since it is completely determined given

sgen
mid and the estimator A. Recall that h ≤ log n, and by the estimator guarantee H̃(sgen

mid) ≤
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H(Sideal
mid = sgen

mid) + r. Since we discarded states with low probabilities, H(Sideal
mid = sgen

mid) ≤
log(2nw/εfinal). Therefore,

d(sgen
mid)prev

= O
(

log
(
n′(sgen

mid)prev
/εExt

)
+ amax

)

= O

(
log

(
`logn,(sgen

mid)prev

εExt

+ r

))

= O

(
log

log(nw/εfinal)

εExt

+ r

)

def
= dmax,

We remind the reader that Xin = ((Xleft)in, Y ) where |Xin| = `h+1,Sideal
in

and |(Xleft)in| =
`h,Sideal

in
. Thus,

|Y | = `h+1,Sideal
in
− `h,Sideal

in
= Θ(dmax),

so indeed Y is sufficiently long and independent from (Xleft)
gen
out◦(Sgen

mid)prev. Define the random
variables

((Xright)
gen
in , Z)

def
= (Ext,C)(Sgen

mid)prev,s
gen
mid

((Xleft)
gen
out ◦ (Sgen

mid)prev | Sgen
mid = sgen

mid, Y ),

where (Xright)
gen
in ∈ (msgen

mid
) and Z ∈ (bsgen

mid
). The ECP choice now determines msgen

mid
, bsgen

mid
,

and so by choosing big enough constants in advanced we ensure that:

msgen
mid

= ksgen
mid

+ |Y | −O(log(1/εExt))

≥ (`h,sgen
mid
− log(5)− 2r)−O(log(1/εExt)) + |Y |

≥ `h,sgen
mid
,

bsgen
mid

= O(dsgen
mid

)

= O(dmax),

(23)

and hence |Y | can compensate for the entire entropy gap. We defer the proof that the
algorithm has enough space to store the ECP output to Claim 4.8 (see spaceinternal(h)).

Thus, the ECP promises are:

1. There exists a bijection up to error εExt between the output and input:

(Xright)
gen
in ◦ Z

εExt←→ (Xleft)
gen
out ◦ (Sgen

mid)prev ◦ Y | (Sgen
mid = sgen

mid),

2. (Xright)
gen
in ≈εExt

Um
s
gen
mid

, and since msgen
mid
≥ `h,sgen

mid
by truncating (Xright)

gen
in to its first

`h,sgen
mid

bits, it follows that (Xright)
gen
in ≈εExt

U`
h,s

gen
mid

.
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Going back to the random variable Sgen
mid. We refer to each one of the ECP promises

separately:

1. Since we assumed that E1, E2 did not happened, the statement also holds for the
random variable Sgen

mid, i.e.

(Xright)
gen
in ◦ Z

εExt←→ (Xleft)
gen
out ◦ (Sgen

mid)prev ◦ Y | Sgen
mid.

Now consider the values in the registers xreg, sprev, scurrent. It follows that even if we set
sprev ← 0log(nw) (after applying the ECP), there is one to one correspondence between
the registers values, before and after the ECP application. The reason for this, is since
(Xright)

gen
in ◦ Z implies (Sgen

mid)prev. That is,15

xreg︷ ︸︸ ︷
(Xright)

gen
in ◦ Z ◦

sprev︷ ︸︸ ︷
0log(nw) ◦

scurrent︷︸︸︷
Sgen

mid

εExt←→
xreg︷ ︸︸ ︷

(Xleft)
gen
out ◦ Y ◦

sprev︷ ︸︸ ︷
(Sgen

mid)prev ◦
scurrent︷︸︸︷
Sgen

mid . (24)

2. Notice that by definition of the bad events and Equation (22),

Pr
sgen
mid∼S

gen
mid

[
SD
(

(Xright)
gen
in | Sgen

mid = sgen
mid , U`h,Sgen

mid

| Sgen
mid = sgen

mid

)
> εExt

]

≤ Pr[E1] + Pr[E2]

≤ 3ε(h),

thus due to Lemma 2.4,

SD
(

(Xright)
gen
in ◦ Sgen

mid , U`h,Sgen
mid

◦ Sgen
mid

)
≤ 3ε(h) + εExt. (25)

The hybrid distributions. Define the following distributions:

• The actual output of the right son:

T h((Xright)
gen
in , 0log(nw), Sgen

mid) = ((Xright)
gen,gen
out , (Sgen,gen

out )prev, S
gen,gen
out ). (26)

• The output of the right son when invoked with the ideal inputs:

T h(U`
h,Sideal

mid

, 0log(nw), Sideal
mid ) = ((Xright)

gen
out, (S

gen
out )prev, S

gen
out ), (27)

and recall that Sideal
mid was defined at Equation (18).

• The ideal output distributed state:

Sideal
out = MSideal

mid
(U2h). (28)

15We stress that for h < log n, xreg contains much more than (Xright)
gen
in ◦ Z or (Xleft)

gen
out ◦ Y . However,

our intention here is about one to one correspondence between those “slices” of xreg, which indeed exists,
due to the ECP.
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Proof of Item 1. It follows by the triangle inequality and Lemma 2.2 that

SD(Sgen,gen
out , Sgen

out ) ≤ SD((Xright)
gen
in ◦ Sgen

mid , U`h,Sgen
mid

◦ Sgen
mid)

+ SD(U`
h,S

gen
mid

◦ Sgen
mid , U`h,Sideal

mid

◦ Sideal
mid ).

We invoke claim 4.2 to bound the second term by SD(Sgen
mid, S

ideal
mid ). Thus, by combining

Equations (19) and (25), we conclude

SD(Sgen,gen
out , Sgen

out ) ≤ (3ε(h) + εExt) + SD(Sgen
mid, S

ideal
mid )

≤ 4ε(h) + εExt.

By observing that also SD(Sgen
out , S

ideal
out ) ≤ ε(h) follows from Item 1 of the induction hypothesis

on Equation (27), use one more time Lemma 2.2 and the triangle inequality to conclude

SD(Sgen,gen
out , Sideal

out ) ≤ SD(Sgen,gen
out , Sgen

out ) + SD(Sgen
out , S

ideal
out ) ≤ 5ε(h) + εExt. (29)

Thus we established a bound on the error development of Item 1.

Proof of Item 2. We consider that E1, E2 did not happen, and account for their prob-
abilities afterwards. By Item 2 of the induction hypothesis on the right son when invoked
with ideal input (from Equation (27)):

(Xright)
gen
out ◦ (Sgen

out )prev ◦ Sgen
out

ε(h)←→ U`
h,Sideal

mid

◦ 0log(nw) ◦ Sideal
mid . (30)

Thus there exists some set of bad inputs Bright with probability mass at most ε(h) with
respect to U`

h,Sideal
mid

◦ Sideal
mid , such that by eliminating them, the generator will be bijective

(when invoked “on the right half” with ideal inputs). Thus, due to the statistical distance
definition and Equation (25),

Pr[((Xright)
gen
in , Sgen

mid) ∈ Bright] ≤ Pr[(U`
h,S

gen
mid

, Sgen
mid) ∈ Bright]

+ SD((Xright)
gen
in ◦ Sgen

mid , U`h,Sgen
mid

◦ Sgen
mid)

≤ Pr[(U`
h,Sideal

mid

, Sideal
mid ) ∈ Bright]

+ SD((Xright)
gen
in ◦ Sgen

mid , U`h,Sgen
mid

◦ Sgen
mid)

+ SD(U`
h,S

gen
mid

◦ Sgen
mid , U`h,Sideal

mid

◦ Sideal
mid )

≤ ε(h) + (3ε(h) + εExt) + SD(Sgen
mid, S

ideal
mid )

≤ 5ε(h) + εExt,

where we again invoked Claim 4.2. Hence we conclude

(Xright)
gen,gen
out ◦ (Sgen,gen

out )prev ◦ Sgen,gen
out

5ε(h)+εExt←→ (Xright)
gen
in ◦ 0log(nw) ◦ Sgen

mid. (31)
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Recall that T h+1(Xin, 0
log(nw), Sideal

in ) = (Xout, (S
gen,gen
out )prev, S

gen,gen
out ) where Xout =

(Xright)
gen,gen
out ◦ Z. Now we can observe:

Xout ◦ (Sgen,gen
out )prev ◦ Sgen,gen

out = (Xright)
gen,gen
out ◦ Z ◦ (Sgen,gen

out )prev ◦ Sgen,gen
out

5ε(h)+εExt←→ (Xright)
gen
in ◦ Sgen

mid ◦ Z ◦ 0log(nw) (Equation (31))
εExt←→ (Xleft)

gen
out ◦ (Sgen

mid)prev ◦ Y ◦ Sgen
mid (Equation (24))

ε(h)←→ (Xleft)in ◦ Y ◦ 0log(nw) ◦ Sideal
in (Equation (19))

= Xin ◦ 0log(nw) ◦ Sideal
in . (definition)

Therefore, by the triangle inequality, conditioned the events E1, E2 not happened,

Xout ◦ (Sgen,gen
out )prev ◦ Sgen,gen

out

6ε(h)+2εExt←→ Xin ◦ 0log(nw) ◦ Sideal
in .

We now increase the error probability by Pr[E1] + Pr[E2] ≤ 3ε(h) to account for the bad
events probability. In summary, by the triangle inequality, there exists set of bad inputs
Ball with probability mass at most 9ε(h) + 2εExt with respect to Xin ◦ Sideal

in , such that by
eliminating them T h+1 will be bijective, i.e.

Xout ◦ (Sgen,gen
out )prev ◦ Sgen,gen

out

9ε(h)+2εExt←→ Xin ◦ 0log(nw) ◦ Sideal
in . (32)

Thus we bounded the error development of Item 2 of the induction hypothesis.

Bounding the error recursively. We now can combine the error development of both
items from Equations (29) and (32) to conclude ε(h+ 1) ≤ 2O(h+2) · εExt.

Therefore, by taking

εExt
def
= εfinal/n

O(1), (33)

the final error would accumulate to ε(log n) ≤ εfinal.

Claim 4.7. Let sgen
mid ∼ Sgen

mid. Let xout ◦ (sgen
mid)prev ∼ (Xleft)

gen
out ◦ (Sgen

mid)prev | (Sgen
mid = sgen

mid).
Condition that E1, E2 did not occur,

2
−(k

s
gen
mid

+a) ≤ Pr[(Xleft)
gen
out ◦ (Sgen

mid)prev = xout ◦ (sgen
mid)prev | Sgen

mid = sgen
mid] ≤ 2

−k
s
gen
mid .

where,

ksgen
mid

= `h,sgen
mid
− 2r − log(5),

a = 2 · (2r + log(5)).
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Proof. The proof follows almost immediately as in Claim 4.3. We prove an equivalent state-
ment to the claim:

ksgen
mid
≤ H((Xleft)

gen
out ◦ (Sgen

mid)prev = xout ◦ (sgen
mid)prev | Sgen

mid = sgen
mid) ≤ ksgen

mid
+ a.

Note that by conditioning that E1 did not happen, i.e. ((Xleft)in ◦ sideal
in ) /∈ Bleft, due to

Equation (20), the probability of the left child to output xout ◦ (sgen
mid)prev is equal to the

probability of sampling some unique value from its input distribution (by the 1 to 1 property).
That is, for every xout ◦ (sgen

mid)prev there exists xin ◦ sideal
in such that:

H((Xleft)
gen
out ◦ (Sgen

mid)prev = xout ◦ (sgen
mid)prev | Sgen

mid = sgen
mid)

= H((Xleft)in ◦ Sideal
in = xin ◦ sideal

in | Sgen
mid = sgen

mid).
(34)

Furthermore, after we fixed xin, s
ideal
in , it follows immediately by the 1 to 1 property that it

implies sgen
mid, i.e. T h(xin, 0

log(nw), sideal
in ) = (·, ·, sgen

mid). Thus,

H((Xleft)in ◦ Sideal
in = xin ◦ sideal

in ∧ Sgen
mid = sgen

mid) = H((Xleft)in ◦ Sideal
in = xin ◦ sideal

in ). (35)

Therefore, due to Lemma 2.6,

H((Xleft)
gen
out ◦ (Sgen

mid)prev = xout ◦ (sgen
mid)prev | Sgen

mid = sgen
mid)

= H((Xleft)in ◦ Sideal
in = xin ◦ sideal

in | Sgen
mid = sgen

mid)

= H((Xleft)in ◦ Sideal
in = xin ◦ sideal

in ∧ Sgen
mid = sgen

mid)−H(Sgen
mid = sgen

mid)

= H((Xleft)in ◦ Sideal
in = xin ◦ sideal

in )−H(Sgen
mid = sgen

mid)

= `h,sideal
in

+ H(Sideal
in = sideal

in )−H(Sgen
mid = sgen

mid),

(36)

where the last equation follows as H((Xleft)in◦Sideal
in = xin◦sideal

in ) = `h,sideal
in

+H(Sideal
in = sideal

in ).

Lower bound. By the estimator definition,

H(Sideal
mid = sgen

mid) ≤ H̃(sgen
mid) + r,

H(Sideal
in = sideal

in ) ≥ H̃(sideal
in )− r.

(37)

We develop Equation (36) given that E2 did not happen:

H((Xleft)
gen
out ◦ (Sgen

mid)prev = xout ◦ (sgen
mid)prev | Sgen

mid = sgen
mid)

= `h,sideal
in

+ H(Sideal
in = sideal

in )−H(Sgen
mid = sgen

mid) (Equation (36))

≥ `h,sideal
in

+ H(Sideal
in = sideal

in )−H(Sideal
mid = sgen

mid)− log(5) (Equation (21))

≥ `h,sgen
mid
− 2r − log(5) (Equation (37))

def
= ksgen

mid
.

Thus, the entropy is at least ksgen
mid

.
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Upper bound. We use the opposite bound of the estimator:

H(Sideal
mid = sgen

mid) ≥ H̃(sgen
mid)− r,

H(Sideal
in = sideal

in ) ≤ H̃(sideal
in ) + r.

(38)

We now develop Equation (36) in a similar manner to before:

H((Xleft)
gen
out ◦ (Sgen

mid)prev = xout ◦ (sgen
mid)prev | Sgen

mid = sgen
mid)

= `h,sideal
in

+ H(Sideal
in = sideal

in )−H(Sgen
mid = sgen

mid)

≤ `h,sideal
in

+ H(Sideal
in = sideal

in )−H(Sideal
mid = sgen

mid) + log(5)

≤ `h,sgen
mid

+ 2r + log(5)
def
= ksgen

mid
+ a.

Claim 4.8 (Space complexity). Computing T logn can be carried in space
O(seed(n,w, r, εfinal)) + spaceA(n,w, r).

Proof. We use several space tapes:

1. Global tape, that has the global registers xreg, scurrent, sprev that modified throughout.
Its length is O(`logn,sinit

) + 2 log(nw).

2. Global tape to compute all the (Ext,C) (but not to store the results).

3. Global tape to be used by A. This tape is used and reused on the fly, and hence
counted only once.

4. Internal tape used only by T h, of length spaceinternal(h).

Storage of local inputs. Every intermediate node will pass pointers to xreg to indicate
the start and end of

xin, xleft, y, (xleft)out, (xright)in, (xright)out, xout.

Those local inputs are counted in tape (4), each one of length O(log seed(n,w, r, εfinal)). The
states sin, s

gen
mid, s

gen,gen
out and (sgen

mid)prev, (s
gen,gen
out )prev are read and modified directly from the

registers scurrent, sprev.

Computing the ECP. Consider the case that some node needs to evaluate

(Ext,C)(sgen
mid)prev,s

gen
mid

((xleft)out ◦ (sgen
mid)prev, y) = (xright)in, z.

The input is written in tape (1) (pointed by the pointers). The node will use tape (2) to
carry the computation, and will write the output (xright)in immediately to xreg, while saving
z at tape (4). When the right son has finished, tape (1) has been updated with the content
of the pointer (xright)out. So to return to its father, he updates xout in tape (1) using its
pointers and z.
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Determining spaceinternal(h). It contains O(1) pointers to xreg, each of length
O(log seed(n,w, r, εfinal)), and z. The buffer z length can be bounded due to Equation (23):

|z| ≤ O(dmax) = O

(
log

log(nw/εfinal)

εExt

+ r

)
,

thus

spaceinternal(h) = O (h · (log seed(n,w, r, εfinal) + |z|))
≤ O (h · (log seed(n,w, r, εfinal) + log(1/εExt) + r + log log(nw)))

≤ O(h · (log(1/εExt) + r + log log(nw/εfinal))

so spaceinternal(log n) ≤ O(seed(n,w, r, εfinal)).

Storing the Extractor output (xright)
gen
in . Recall that (xleft)

gen
out is of length `h,(sgen

mid)prev

whereas (xright)
gen
in is of length `h,sgen

mid
. Since we discarded states with true probabilities lower

than εfinal/2nw, it follows that

∣∣∣`h,(sgen
mid)prev

− `h,sgen
mid

∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣−H̃((sgen

mid)prev) + H̃(sgen
mid)

∣∣∣ ≤ log(2nw/εfinal) + r.

By enlarging xreg in advance by that amount, we guarantee that xreg has enough space to
store (xright)

gen
in .16 Thus |xreg| ≤ `logn,sinit

+ log(2nw/εfinal) + r ≤ 2`logn,sinit
.

Summing up. We stress out that along the recursion, there is always only one node that
uses the global work spaces. Based on Definition 2.20, the ECPs have linear space, and
hence tape (2) is equal in its length to tape (1), up to constant factors. Tape (1) length is
bounded by O(seed(n,w, r, εfinal)). Tape (3) length is parameterized by spaceA(n,w, r).

Thus, the total space used by T logn, denoted space(log n), is dominated by the seed:

space(log n) = O(seed(n,w, r, εfinal)) + spaceinternal(log n) + spaceA(n,w, r)

= O(seed(n,w, r, ε)) + spaceA(n,w, r).

Corollary 4.9. Let n,w, r ∈ N and ε > 0. Let A be an (n,w, r) estimator. Assume
there exists explicit construction of linear space optimal ECPs as in Definition 2.20. Then
Tn,w,r(A, ·, ·) is an (n,w, ε) white box PRG, with seed length

seed(n,w, r, ε) = O(log n · (log(n/ε) + log logw + r) + logw),

and is computable in space O(seed(n,w, r, ε)) + spaceA(n,w, r).

16While we can discard states with low probabilities in the analysis, the algorithm may invoke the esti-
mator on such states. Since we assumed the generator errs with probability 1 when encountering them, we
can always round A output to probabilities with granularity εfinal/nw to ensure H̃(·) ≤ log(nw/εfinal).
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Extending the result for larger alphabets. Notice that the algorithm can be easily
generalized for BPs with arbitrary Σ as follows. First enlarge the seed length to be `′h,s

def
=

`h,s + log |Σ|, and at h = 0 define the algorithm to walk according to the bits x0,...,log|Σ|−1.
All the analysis remains the same, and using the guarantee of uniform input string X, we
ensure that its first log |Σ| bits are always uniform. The modified algorithms now defined as
T hn,w,Σ,r and Tn,w,Σ,r.

Unconditional result. Using the explicit estimator from Theorem 2.13 we conclude that
Tn,w,Σ,r is an explicit white box PRG, up to the ECPs explicitness. We emphasizes that the
estimator requirement of applying it to states with bounded low true probabilities holds, as
at the proof we immediately “discard” the rest of the states.

While our chosen ECPs do not have explicit constructions, we emphasize that using
instead the explicit extractors from Theorem 2.16 and transforming them into ECPs via
Theorem 2.19 would yield similar result up to log log factors.

Corollary 4.10. Let n,w,∈ N and ε > 0 and Σ be some alphabet. Then, there exists r0 =
O(1) such that the following holds. Let A be an (n,w,Σ, r0) estimator from Theorem 2.13.
Assume there exists explicit construction of linear space optimal ECPs as in Definition 2.20.
Then, Tn,w,Σ(A, ·, ·) def

= Tn,w,Σ,r0(A, ·, ·) is an (n,w,Σ, ε) white box PRG with seed length

seed(n,w,Σ, ε) = O(log n · (log(n/ε) + log logw) + log(w |Σ|)),

that is computable in space

O(log n · (log(n/ε) + log logw) +
√

log n/ log log n · log(w |Σ|)).

5 Compositions

One can ask about running algorithm 4.3 recursively in attempt to save space. Let n,w, r ∈ N
and fix some (n,w, r) estimator A and M ∈ BPn,w and denote T (x)

def
= Tn,w,r(A,M, x).

Suppose we wish to use the subroutines T h of T (x) to compute generated sequence of length
n̄ = 2h inside loop of length t, such that h · t = log n.

One global space for estimation. Notice that one global space tape for A is enough,
restricted to allocating in advance enough space for estimation of input length n. Specifically,
during the recursion loop, whenever required to call A, we stop the execution and run
the estimator on additional tape of length spaceA(2h·t, w, r). Thus the entire space would
aggregate to

spaceglobal(log n)
def
= t ·O(seed(2h, w, r, ε)) + spaceA(n,w, r).
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Space composition. Another attempt is to invoke Lemma 2.1 recursively, which aggre-
gates to

spacecomp(log n)
def
= t · (O(seed(2h, w, ε)) + spaceA(2h, w, r)).

Since we intend only to diminish the space consumption, we require that spacecomp(log n) <
spaceglobal(log n), and thus

t · spaceA(2h, w, r) < spaceA(2logn, w, r) =⇒ log n · spaceA(2h, w, r)

spaceA(2logn, w, r)
< h,

thus if the fraction is o(1), one could potentially17 obtain an improved algorithm. We stress
that in our cases, by plugging Theorem 2.13, and considering w = poly(n),

spaceA(2h, w, r)

spaceA(2logn, w, r)
=

√
h/ log h · (h+ logw)√

log n/ log log n · log(nw)
≤ O

(√
h

log n
· log log n

log h

)

and by plugging it back, notice that h can not be smaller than log n, or in other words, we
saved nothing:

log n ·O
(√

h

log n
· log log n

log h

)
< h =⇒

√
log n · log log n < O(

√
h · log h)

=⇒ log n ≤ h.

17The cautious word here intend to imply that additional analysis is required to claim that the composed
algorithm is a good derandomization algorithm. The delicacy comes from the estimator A, that expects

to gets the exact input machine (i.e. M2h

,M2h2

, . . .), rather than a derandomized version of it that was
computed along the recursion.
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6 Decoupling the seed dependence from the error pa-

rameter

Recently Cohen et al. [CDR+21] and Pyne and Vadhan [PV21] showed how to decouple the
dependence on the error parameter ε for every given black box PRG, given a modest error
≈ 1/n.

Theorem 6.1 ([CDR+21; PV21]). Let G0 : {0, 1}s0 → Σn be an (n,w,Σ, ε0 = 1/4n2) Black
Box PRG. Then, for every error parameter 0 < ε < ε0 there exists an (n,Σ, w, ε) Black Box
WPRG with seed length

s0 +O (log(w/ε) · log logn(1/ε))

computable in space O
(
spaceG(n,w,Σ, ε0) + log logn(1/ε) · (log log(w/ε))2).

We notice that the requirement of black box input PRG for Theorem 6.1 can be replaced
with white box PRG. We prove this by following the outline of [CDR+21]. In turn, the
output WPRG will also be white box.

6.1 Stochastic Matrices, Branching Programs and PRGs

6.1.1 Preliminaries definitions

Let A ∈ Rw×w be some arbitrary matrix. The max norm ‖·‖max is defined as ‖A‖max =
maxi,j∈[w] |Ai,j|, whereas the infinity norm ‖·‖∞ is defined as maxj∈[w]

∑
i∈[w] |Ai,j|. We use

the infinity norm consistently, and thus abbreviate it simply as ‖·‖.
We will often work with block matrices. For instance, we may interpret A ∈ Rnm×nm

as an n× n matrix with entries which are m×m matrices. Whenever this interpetation is
clear, we let A[i, j] ∈ Rm×m be the (i, j)-th block in A.

A stochastic matrix is a one whose entries are non negative and the sum of each row
is 1, i.e. if A ∈ Rw×w, for every i ∈ [w],

∑
j∈[w] Ai,j = 1.

6.1.2 Representation of BPs as Stochastic matrices

We focus on the class BPn,w,Σ where w � n. It is a basic fact that by increasing w by
polynomial factor of n, every machine in the former class has a matching machine in the
class BPn,w·poly(n),Σ that computes the same function, but now has n identical layers. For
clarity reasons, from hereon assume that w = Ω(poly(n)), and thus, without loss of generality,
all the machines have identical layers. Nevertheless, all the mentioned results in this work
holds also for machines with non identical layers.

Let M ∈ BPn,w,Σ. We abuse notation to denote by M also a corresponding stochastic
matrix that represents the machine M . Specifically, M ∈ Rw×w and for every a, b ∈ [w],

Ma,b
def
= Pr[Ma(UΣ) = b].
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Notice that for every integer t ∈ [n], the matrix M t represents the probabilities to reach
from any state to any state. That is,

(M t)a,b = Pr[Ma(UΣt) = b].

6.1.3 PRGs and Approximation of Stochastic Matrices Powers

Let G : {0, 1}s → Σn be a black box (n,w,Σ, ε) PRG with seed length s. By the PRG
definition, for any two states a, b ∈ [w] in the first and last layer,

|Pr [Ma(UΣn) = b]− Pr [Ma(G(Us)) = b]| ≤ ε.

Define the matrix M̃n ∈ Rw×w as

(M̃n)a,b
def
= Pr[Ma(G(Us)) = b].

It follows immediately by the PRG definition, that M̃n approximates Mn under the max
norm, i.e.

∥∥∥M̃n −Mn
∥∥∥

max
≤ ε,

and thus with respect to the infinity norm, the approximation is multiplied by n:
∥∥∥M̃n −Mn

∥∥∥ ≤ n · ε.

We stress that if G : BPn,w,Σ × {0, 1}s × [nw]→ Σn is rather a white box (n,w,Σ, ε) PRG,

then one can redefine M̃n ∈ Rw×w as

(M̃n)a,b
def
= Pr[Ma(G(M,Us, a)) = b],

to achieve similar approximation of Mn as before.
For every (n,w,Σ, ε) PRG G, either black- or white-box, we define Gq as the output of

G when stopped after generating sequences of length q.

6.2 Reducing error of White Box PRGs using Richardson

6.2.1 Precondition Richardson and Branching Programs

The following section follows from section 3 at [CDR+21]. First, we recall in the Precondition
Richardson formula of error reduction for Laplacians systems.

Lemma 6.2 (Precondition Richardson (e.g. see [CDR+21], Lemma 10)). Let L ∈ Rm×m be
an invertible matrix and B ∈ Rm×m such that ‖L−1 −B‖ ≤ ε0 for some sub multiplicative
norm ‖·‖. For any non negative integer k, define

R(B,L,K)
def
=

k∑

i=0

(I −BL)iB.

Then, ‖L−1 − R(B,L, k)‖ ≤ ‖L−1‖ · ‖L‖k+1 · εk+1
0 .
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Let M ∈ Rw×w be some matrix, and define the block matrix N ∈ R(n+1)w×(n+1)w as
follows:

N
def
=




0 0 · · · 0 0
M 0 · · · 0 0
0 M · · · 0 0
...

...
. . .

...
...

0 0 · · · M 0



. (39)

Define the laplacian L
def
= I(n+1)w−N . It can be shown that for every i, j ∈ [n+ 1], the i, j-th

block in L−1 is

L−1[i, j] =





M i−j+1 i > j,

Iw i = j,

0 otherwise.

(40)

The following claim ascertain that Precondition Richardson can be used with white box
PRGs, which follows immediately from Lemma 6.2.

Claim 6.3. Let G : BPn,w,Σ × {0, 1}s0 × [nw]→ Σn be an (n,w,Σ, ε0) white box PRG. Let
M ∈ BPn,w,Σ and consider the block matrix B ∈ R(n+1)w×(n+1)w as

B[i, j]
def
=





M̃ i−j+1 i > j,

Iw i = j,

0 otherwise.

where for every q ∈ [n] and a, b ∈ [w],

(M̃ q)a,b
def
= Pr

[
Ma(Gq(M,Useed(q,w,Σ,ε0), a)) = b

]
.

Let N,L be defined as in Equations (39) and (40). Then,

∥∥L−1 − R(B,L, k)
∥∥ ≤ (n+ 1) · (2ε0)k+1.

In particular, due to Equation (40), R(B,L, k) at block [n+ 1, 1] approximates Mn. We
stress that the closed forumla of Precondition Richardson implies that R(B,L, k) depends

only on the realized matrices M̃ q for all q ∈ [n] regardless of their “origin”, i.e. whether they
were computed from black- or white-box PRG.

Finally, for every t ∈ {0, 1}, they defined a third block matrix Ct ∈ R(n+1)w×(n+1)w, where
for every i, j ∈ [n+ 1] such that i > j,

Ct[i, j]
def
=

{
B[i, j + 1] ·M t = 0,

B[i, j] otherwise,
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and otherwise Ct[i, j] = 0. Then they showed that for every α, β ∈ [n+ 1],

R(B,L, k)[α, β]

= B[α, β] +
∑

i∈[k]

∑

α>qi>···≥q1=β

∑

t∈{0,1}i
(−1)t1+...+ti · Cti [α, qi] · · ·Ct1 [q1, q2] ·B[q1, β], (41)

where the elements qi, . . . q1 are integers.

6.2.2 The implied White Box WPRG

It remains to deduce the appropriate WPRG that matches the matrix R(B,L, k)[n + 1, 1].
The delicacy comes from the dependence of white box PRG on its input state.

Let G : BPn,w,Σ × {0, 1}s0 × [nw]→ Σn be an (n,w,Σ, ε0 = 1/4n2) white box PRG. The
(n,w,Σ, ε) white box WPRG (I, µ) : BPn,w,Σ × [nw]× {0, 1}s → Σn ×R defined as follows.
First define

k
def
=

log(1/ε)

log(1/ε0)
.

The seed x ∈ {0, 1}s is composed as described next.

1. The first log(k + 1) bits encode i ∈ {0, . . . , k},

2. The next log
(
n
i

)
bits encodes a sequence q = (q0, . . . , qi) such that

∑
j≤i qj = n where

all qj > 0 and q0 ≥ 0,

3. The next i bits denoted by t ∈ {0, 1}i,

4. The last (k + 1) · (s0 + Σ) bits are denoted by (τ0, σ0), . . . , (τk, σk), where for every j,
(τj, σj) ∈ {0, 1}s0 × Σ.

For t ∈ {0, 1}, q ≤ n and (τ, σ) ∈ {0, 1}s0 × Σ and a ∈ [nw], define

Gt,q(M, τ, σ, a)
def
=

{
σ ◦Gq−1(M, τ, a) t = 0,

Gq(M, τ, a) otherwise.

Now we are ready to define the white box WPRG (I, µ). For every BP M and a state in it
a ∈ [nw] (at layer(a) = 1), and a seed x ∈ {0, 1}s,

I(M,a, x)
def
=

{
Gn(M, τ0, a) i = 0,

Gti,qi(M, τi, σi, ai) ◦ · · · ◦Gt0,q0(M, τ0, σ0, a0) otherwise,

µ(M,a, x)
def
=

{
k + 1 i = 0,

(k + 1) ·
(
n
i

)
· 2i · (−1)t1+···+ti otherwise,

(42)

where ai
def
= a, and for j < i,

aj−1
def
= Maj(Gtj ,qj(τj, σj, aj)).
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As shown in [CDR+21], the functions (I, µ) were defined in manner to imitate Equation (41),
i.e. for every a, b ∈ [w],

(R(B,L, k)[n+ 1, 1])a,b = E
x∼Us

[µ(M,a, x) · 1(Ma(I(M,a, x)) = b)]

It follows by Claim 6.3 that (I, µ) is an (n,w,Σ, ε) white box WPRG.

6.2.3 The derandomized and final White Box WPRG

As described in the original papers [CDR+21; PV21], using k different seeds for G, even if
s0 = Θ(log n · log(1/ε0)), implies that the new seed length has at least the same dependence
on ε:

s ≥ k · s0 =
log(1/ε)

log(1/ε0)
·Θ(log n · log(1/ε0)) = Θ(log(1/ε) · log n).

Then they showed that using a third PRG Gaux, they could derandomize the selection of k
independent seeds for G. They chose [INW94] PRG, which has seed length with optimal
dependence on its alphabet Σ, to conclude their error reduction procedure. We use the same
technique, as we do not mind using the auxiliary PRG as a black box one, but emphasizes
that this step can also be used with rather a white box auxiliary PRG if necessary for future
usages. Thus we conclude:

Theorem 6.4. Let G : BPn,w,Σ × {0, 1}s0 × [nw] → Σn be an (n,w,Σ, ε0 = 1/4n2) White
Box PRG. Then, for every error parameter 0 < ε < ε0 there exists an (n,Σ, w, ε) White Box
WPRG with seed length

s0 +O (log(w/ε) · log logn(1/ε))

computable in space O
(
spaceG(n,w,Σ, ε0) + log logn(1/ε) · (log log(w/ε))2 + log(nw)

)
.

Proof. The correctness and seed length of the new WPRG is derived immediately from the
proofs of [CDR+21; PV21]. For the space complexity, in addition to their analysis that
requires space

O
(
spaceG(n,w,Σ, ε0) + log logn(1/ε) · (log log(w/ε))2) , (43)

we need to consider the necessity to compute the instructions of I in linear order (see
Equation (42)). Specifically, note that for i 6= 0, we need to pass the reached state aj−1 =
Gtj ,qj(τj, σj, aj) to the next instantiation Gtj−1,qj−1

. This costs additional O(log(nw) + log k)
space to hold a state and enumerate j ∈ [k]. We emphasize that the O(log k) term is
subsumed by the log log factors that already appears in Equation (43), and the O(log(nw))
factor is usually subsumed by spaceG(n,w,Σ, ε0).
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6.3 A new White box WPRG

By plugging Corollary 4.10 into Theorem 6.4 we conclude:

Theorem 6.5. Let n,w,∈ N and ε > 0 and Σ be some alphabet. Assume there exists
explicit construction of linear space optimal ECPs as in Definition 2.20. Then, there exists
an (n,w,Σ, ε) White Box WPRG with seed length

seed(n,w,Σ, ε) = O(log n · (log n+ log logw) + log(w/ε) · log logn(1/ε)) + log |Σ| ,

that is computable in space

O(log n · (log n+ log logw) +
√

log n/ log log n · log(w |Σ|) + log logn(1/ε) · (log log(1/ε))2).
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A Proofs from Section 2

Lemma A.1 (Data processing inequality). Let X, Y be two distributions over the same
domain Ω. Then for every f : Ω→ Λ, SD(f(X), f(Y )) ≤ SD(X, Y ).

Proof. Expand the statistical distance definition and use the triangle inequality to conclude,

SD(f(X), f(Y )) =
1

2

∑

z∈Λ

|Pr[f(X) = z]− Pr[f(Y ) = z]|

=
1

2

∑

z∈Λ

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑

w∈f−1(z)

(Pr[X = w]− Pr[Y = w])

∣∣∣∣∣∣

≤ 1

2

∑

z∈Λ

∑

w∈f−1(z)

|Pr[X = w]− Pr[Y = w]|

=
1

2

∑

q∈Ω

|Pr[X = q]− Pr[Y = q]|

= SD(X, Y ).

Lemma A.2. Let X be a distribution and E an event. Then,

H∞(X | E) ≥ H∞(X)− log

(
1

Pr[E]

)
.

Proof. Observe that for every x ∈ supp(X):

Pr[X = x | E] =
Pr[X = x ∧ E]

Pr[E]
≤ Pr[X = x]

Pr[E]
.

Thus,

log

(
1

Pr[X = x | E]

)
≥ log

(
1

Pr[X = x]

)
− log

(
1

Pr[E]

)
,

and in turn,

H∞(X | E) = min
x∈supp(X)

log

(
1

Pr[X = x | E]

)

≥ min
x∈supp(X)

log

(
1

Pr[X = x]

)
− log

(
1

Pr[E]

)

= H∞(X)− log

(
1

Pr[E]

)
.
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Lemma A.3. Let X, Y and Z be three distributions such that X, Y are over the same
domain. If,

Pr
z∼Z

[SD(X | Z = z, Y | Z = z) > ε] ≤ γ,

then,

SD(X ◦ Z, Y ◦ Z) ≤ ε+ γ.

Proof. Let Ω be the domain of X, Y . Let G be the set of all z ∈ supp(Z) such that

SD(X | Z = z, Y | Z = z) ≤ ε.

Then by definition,

SD(X ◦ Z, Y ◦ Z)

=
1

2

∑

a∈Ω,z∈supp(Z)

|Pr[X ◦ Z = a ◦ z]− Pr[Y ◦ Z = a ◦ z]|

=
1

2

∑

a∈Ω,z∈supp(Z)

|Pr[Z = z] (Pr[X ◦ Z = a ◦ z | Z = z]− Pr[Y ◦ Z = a ◦ z | Z = z])|

=
∑

z∈supp(Z)

Pr[Z = z] ·
(

1

2

∑

a∈Ω

|Pr[X ◦ Z = a ◦ z | Z = z]− Pr[Y ◦ Z = a ◦ z | Z = z]|
)

=
∑

z∈supp(Z)

Pr[Z = z] · SD(X | Z = z, Y | Z = z)

=
∑

z∈G
Pr[Z = z] · SD(X | Z = z, Y | Z = z) +

∑

z /∈G
Pr[Z = z] · SD(X | Z = z, Y | Z = z)

≤
∑

z∈G
Pr[Z = z] · ε+

∑

z /∈G
Pr[Z = z] · 1

≤ ε+ γ.

Lemma A.4. Let A,B be two events over some distribution Then,

H(A | B) = H(A ∧B)−H(B) ≥ H(A)−H(B).

Proof. The proof follows from Lemma A.2. Observe that,

H(A | B) = log

(
1

Pr[A | B]

)
= log

(
Pr[B]

Pr[A ∧B]

)
= H(A ∧B)−H(B),

and since Pr[A ∧B] ≤ Pr[A] implies that H(A ∧B) ≥ H(A), the proof follows.
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Part II

Error Reduction For Weighted PRGs
Against Read Once Branching
Programs

Abstract

Weighted pseudorandom generators (WPRGs), introduced by Braverman, Cohen
and Garg [BCG18], are a generalization of pseudorandom generators (PRGs) in which
arbitrary real weights are considered, rather than a probability mass. Braverman
et al. constructed WPRGs against read once branching programs (ROBPs) with near-
optimal dependence on the error parameter. Chattopadhyay and Liao [CL20] somewhat
simplified the technically involved BCG construction, also obtaining some improvement
in parameters.

In this work we devise an error reduction procedure for PRGs against ROBPs. More
precisely, our procedure transforms any PRG against length n width w ROBP with
error 1/poly(n) having seed length s to a WPRG with seed length s+O(log w

ε ·log log 1
ε ).

By instantiating our procedure with Nisan’s PRG [Nis92] we obtain a WPRG with
seed length O(log n · log(nw) + log w

ε · log log 1
ε ). This improves upon [BCG18] and is

incomparable with [CL20].
Our construction is significantly simpler on the technical side and is conceptually

cleaner. Another advantage of our construction is its low space complexity O(log nw)+
poly(log log 1

ε ) which is logarithmic in n for interesting values of the error parameter
ε. Previous constructions (like [BCG18; CL20]) specify the seed length but not the
space complexity, though it is plausible they can also achieve such (or close) space
complexity.

7 Introduction

7.1 A brief account of space-bounded derandomization

Understanding the role that randomness plays in computation is of central importance in
complexity theory. While randomness is provably necessary in many computational settings
such as cryptography, PCPs and distributed computing, it is widely believed that randomness
adds no significant computational power to neither time- nor space-bounded algorithms.
Remarkably, proving such a statement for time-bounded algorithms implies circuit lower
bounds which seem to be out of reach of current proof techniques [NW94; IKW02; KI04].

On the other hand, there is no known barrier for proving such a statement in the space-
bounded setting. Indeed, while we cannot even rule out a scenario in which randomness
“buys” exponential time, the space-bounded setting is much better understood. Savitch’s
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theorem [Sav70] already implies that any one-sided error randomized algorithm can be sim-
ulated deterministically with only a quadratic overhead in space, namely RL ⊆ L2. The
(possibly) stronger inclusion BPL ⊆ L2 can be proven easily through a variant of Savitch’s
theorem and also follows from [BCP83]. Using pseudorandom generators, Nisan [Nis92;
Nis94] devised a time-efficient derandomization with quadratic overhead in space, concretely,
BPL ⊆ DTISP(poly(n), log2 n). Focusing solely on space, the state of the art result was
obtained by Saks and Zhou [SZ99] that build on Nisan’s work to deterministically simu-
late two-sided error space s randomized algorithms in space O(s3/2), thus, establishing that
BPL ⊆ L3/2.

7.2 Pseudorandom generators for ROBPs

Space-bounded algorithms are typically studied by considering their non-uniform counter-
parts. A length n, width w read-once branching program (ROBP) is a directed graph whose
nodes, called states, are partitioned to n + 1 layers, each consists of at most w states. The
first layer contains a designated “start” state, and the last layer consists of two states labeled
’accept’ and ’reject’. From every state but for the latter two, there are two outgoing edges,
labeled by 0 and 1, to the following layer.18 On input x ∈ {0, 1}n, the computation proceeds
by following the edges according to the labels given by the bits of x starting from the start
state. The string x is accepted by the program if the computation ends in the accept state.

A well-known fact (see, e.g., [Gol08, Chapter 5], and [AB09, Chapter 14.4.4]) is that any
space s randomized algorithm in the Turing model can be simulated by a length n, width
w ROBP with n,w = 2O(s). Thus, one approach to derandomize two-sided error space-
bounded algorithms is to construct, in bounded space, a distribution of small support that
“looks random” to any such ROBP. We say that a distribution D on n-bit strings is (n,w, ε)
pseudorandom if for every length n, width w ROBP, the path induced by an instruction
sequence that is sampled from D has, up to an additive error ε, the same probability to
end in the accept state as a truly random path. A truly random path corresponds to a
path picked uniformly at random from the 2n possible paths. An (n,w, ε) pseudorandom
generator (PRG) is an algorithm PRG : {0, 1}s → {0, 1}n that when fed with s uniformly
random bits has an output distribution that is (n,w, ε) pseudorandom. We refer to the input
to PRG as the seed.

Derandomizing using a PRG is straightforward. By iterating over all seeds and generating
the corresponding instruction sequences, one can calculate the fraction of those paths that
end in the accept state. This way, one obtains an ε-approximation to the probability of
reaching the accept state while taking a truly random path in the program. The space
overhead consists of the seed length s (as an iterator is maintained) and the space of the
PRG.

One can prove the existence of an (n,w, ε) PRG with seed length O(log(nw/ε)). The
proof is via the probabilistic method and has no guarantee on the space complexity of the

18For simplicity, here we only consider ROBPs with two outgoing edges. Larger out-degrees (or alphabet)
can also be considered and is in fact crucial for obtaining our result even if one is only interested in the
binary case.
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PRG. As such, it is not useful for the purpose of derandomization. In his seminal work,
Nisan [Nis92] devised a PRG with seed length s = O(log n · log(nw/ε)) and space complexity
O(log(nw/ε)). Setting n,w = 2Θ(s) and ε to a small constant, the seed length is O(s2)
indeed yields derandomization with quadratic overhead in space. Saks and Zhou [SZ99]
applied Nisan’s generator in a far more sophisticated way than the näıve derandomization,
in particular exploiting its low space complexity, so to obtain their result.

7.3 Pseudorandom pseudo-distributions for ROBPs

Braverman et al. [BCG18] introduced the notion of a pseudorandom pseudo-distribution
(PRPD) generalizing pseudorandom distributions.

Definition 7.1 (pseudorandom pseudo-distribution). Let ρ1, . . . , ρ2s ∈ R and p1, . . . , p2s ∈
{0, 1}n. The sequence D̃ = ((ρ1, p1), . . . , (ρ2s , p2s)) is an (n,w, ε) pseudorandom pseudo-
distribution (PRPD) if for every length n, width w ROBP, the sum of all ρi-s for which the
respective paths pi end in the accept state is an ε-approximation to the probability of ending
at the accept state by taking a truly random path in the program.

Note that Definition 7.1 allows the weights ρi to take both positive and negative values.
These values are not necessarily bounded by 1 in absolute value, nor by any constant for
that matter, and they do not necessarily sum up to 1. Nevertheless, the definition requires
that the numbers cancel out nicely so that summing the weights of the respective paths
that arrive to the accept state yields an ε-approximation for the probability of arriving to
the accept state by taking a truly random path (and, in particular, the sum is a number in
[−ε, 1 + ε]). Analogous to a PRG, an (n,w, ε) weighted pseudorandom generator (WRPG)
is an algorithm WPRG : {0, 1}s → R× {0, 1}n whose output, when fed with a uniform seed,
is an (n,w, ε) PRPD.

A WPRG that can be computed in bounded space suffices to derandomize two-sided error
randomized algorithms. Indeed, the straightforward derandomization using a pseudorandom
(proper) distribution, which sums the probability mass of the relevant paths, works just as
well for pseudo-distributions as one can sum up the weights ρi which, in a sense, generalize
the probability mass. Of course, the space requirement now depends on the bit complexity
of the weights as well.

7.4 The error parameter

Braverman et al. [BCG18] constructed a WPRG that has seed length with an improved–
in fact near-optimal–dependence on the error parameter ε. Their WPRG has seed length
O(log2 n · log logn

1
ε

+log n · logw+log w
ε
· log log w

ε
). For the purpose of derandomization, the

error parameter is anyhow taken to be constant, and so the necessity of such an improvement
may seem moot. However, by inspecting Nisan’s recursive construction one can see that the
log2 n term in the seed length appears due to the way the error evolves throughout the
recursion. Hence, a construction which allows for a more delicate error analysis is called
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for. Furthermore, the Saks-Zhou construction applies Nisan’s PRG in a setting in which
ε � 1/n for obtaining their result. It was observed [BCG18] that improving upon [SZ99]
can be obtained by constructing a PRG having seed length with better dependence on both
w, ε, even when retaining the log2 n dependence.

Interestingly (and unfortunately), the log2 n term in the BCG construction appears for
a completely different reason. In short, unlike prior works [Nis92; INW94] that maintain
a list of instructions throughout the recursion, BCG maintains a more involved structure
consisting of several lists of lists. Maintaining the invariant on this complex structure is the
reason for the log2 n term in the seed of BCG’s construction.

As hinted above, the BCG construction is quite involved. In a subsequent work Chat-
topadhyay and Liao [CL20] somewhat simplified the BCG construction also obtaining slight
improvement in parameters. In particular, the seed length obtained by [CL20] is O(log n ·
log nw · log log nw + log 1

ε
). Additionally, Hoza and Zuckerman [HZ20] obtained a signif-

icantly simpler construction of hitting sets against ROBPs. Their construction has seed
length O( 1

max(1,log logw−log logn)
· log n · log nw + log 1

ε
). Although hitting sets are weaker ob-

jects than PRPDs that are aimed for the derandomization of one sided error randomized
algorithms, a subsequent work by Cheng and Hoza [CH20] showed how to derandomize two
sided error randomized algorithms using hitting sets. While this is an illuminating result,
we stress that most known constructions of PRGs, WPRGs and hitting sets make use of
compositions (either directly or indirectly) and HSGs do not compose well, and so it is very
much desired to devise new techniques for constructing PRGs and WPRGs.

7.5 Our contribution

This work further focuses on the error parameter of PRPDs. As our main result, we obtain
an error reduction procedure. That is, we devise an algorithm that transforms, in a black-box
manner, a PRG with a modest error parameter ε0 to a WPRG with a desired error parameter
ε, having comparable seed length and with a near optimal dependence on ε.

Theorem 7.2 (main result, see also Corollary 10.3). Suppose PRG is an (n,w, n−2) PRG
with seed length s0, computable in space m. Then, for every ε there exists an (n,w, ε) WPRG
with seed length

s = s0 +O

(
log

w

ε
· log logn

1

ε

)
.

that is computable in space O(m+ (log log w
ε
)3).

When instantiated with Nisan’s PRG [Nis92] our error reduction procedure yields WPRGs
with a seed that is slightly shorter than [BCG18] and is incomparable to [CL20].

Corollary 7.3 (see also Corollary 10.4). There exists an (n,w, ε) WPRG with seed length

O

(
log n · log nw + log

w

ε
· log logn

1

ε

)

computable in space O
(

log nw +
(
log log w

ε

)3
)

.
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Our error reduction procedure as well as the resulting WPRG are significantly simpler
than [BCG18; CL20]. Moreover, the underlying ideas are different and conceptually cleaner.
More generally, it is much preferred to have a black-box error reduction procedure rather than
a specific explicit construction. On top of the insights obtained, such a modularization has
the potential of being instantiated in different settings such as for regular and permutation
ROBPs or for bounded-width ROBPs.

Our error reduction procedure borrows ideas from the line of work concerning determin-
istic space-efficient graph algorithms, in particular a recent work by Ahmadinejad, Kelner,
Murtagh, Peebles, Sidford and Vadhan [AKM+20] (which, in turn, is based on an exciting line
of work on nearly-linear time graph algorithms, deterministic or otherwise. See [CKP+16;
CKP+17] and references therein).

Independently, Pyne and Vadhan [PV21] also used the Richardson iteration to obtain a
WPRG for polynomial-width branching programs, and furthermore used that to obtain new
results for permutation BPs.

7.6 An overview of our construction

Let PRG : {0, 1}s → {0, 1}n be an (n,w, ε0) PRG whose error we wish to reduce. Let
A = (A1, . . . , An) be the w × w stochastic matrices that correspond to a length n width w

ROBP. That is, Ai = 1
2
(A

(0)
i +A

(1)
i ) where A

(0)
i is the Boolean stochastic matrix that encodes

the edges leaving layer i that are labeled with 0 and A
(1)
i encodes the edges labeled with 1.

Define the (n+ 1)w× (n+ 1)w lower triangular block matrix B as follows. For a, b ∈ [n+ 1],
a > b, and σ ∈ {0, 1}s, let

B[a, b] = E
σ∈{0,1}s

[
A(PRG(σ)a−b)
a · · ·A(PRG(σ)1)

b

]
.

Further, B[a, a] = Iw. Since PRG has error ε0, for every block B[a, b] with a > b, ‖B[a, b]−
Aa · · ·Ab‖ ≤ ε0. Following [AKM+20] we observe that by denoting

L =




I 0 . . . 0 0
−A1 I . . . 0 0

0 −A2
. . . 0 0

...
...

. . .
...

...
0 0 . . . −An I



,

one has that

L−1 =




I 0 . . . 0 0
A1 I . . . 0 0

A2A1 A2
. . . 0 0

...
...

. . .
...

...
An . . . A1 An . . . A2 . . . An I



.
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Thus, ‖B−L−1‖ ≤ (n+ 1)ε0. That is, the crude error PRG can be used to approximate L−1

by applying it to all subprograms of the original ROBP.
Richardson iteration is a method for improving a given approximation to an inverse of a

matrix. This method is frequently used to construct a preconditioner to a Laplacian system.
To describe this method, let L = I − A. For k ≥ 1 define the matrix

Rk =
k∑

i=0

(I −BL)iB. (44)

It can be shown that ‖Rk − L−1‖ ≤ (n + 1) (2(n+ 1)ε0)k+1. Thus, by taking ε0 = n−2 and
k = O(logn

1
ε
), one obtains approximation ‖Rk−L−1‖ ≤ ε. In particular, the lower left block

of Rk is an ε-approximation of the desired product An · · ·A1.
We further develop Equation (44). Let ∆ = I −BL. One can show that

∆[a, b] =

{
B[a, b+ 1] · Ab −B[a, b] a > b,

0 a ≤ b.
(45)

Substituting this back to Rk, for a > b we have that

Rk[a, b] = B[a, b] +
k∑

i=1

∑

a>`i>···>`1≥b
∆[a, `i] ·∆[`i, `i−1] · · ·∆[`2, `1] ·B[`1, b].

If we further let C0[a, b] = B[a, b+ 1] · Ab and C1[a, b] = B[a, b] then

Rk[a, b] = B[a, b]+

k∑

i=1

∑

a>`1>···>`i≥b

∑

t1,...,ti∈{0,1}
(−1)t1+···+ti · Cti [a, `i] · · ·Ct1 [`2, `1] ·B[`1, b]. (46)

By extending the definition of ROBPs to arbitrary alphabets (rather than binary) we
observe that each summand in Equation (46) can be realized by a ROBP. Our construction
thus uses an auxiliary PRG that ε′ fools each summand and hence ε′nO(k) ≈ ε′ · poly(1

ε
)

approximates Rk which, in turn, ε approximates L−1 yielding overall an O(ε) approximation.
As the ROBP that correspond to each summand is short (recall i ≤ k = O(logn

1
ε
) � n),

a short seed is sufficient even for the high accuracy ε′ = poly(ε) that we require. We
invoke [INW94] as our auxiliary PRG as it has good dependence on the alphabet size which,
in our case, is comparable to the seed of the crude PRG that we started with. We remark
that the weights in our PRPD are used so to mimic Equation (46). Indeed, on top of the
sign, there are

(
n
i

)
summands that correspond to partition to i + 1 segments and so the

weights are used for creating the appropriate scaling between different values of i.
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Discussion. While C1[a, b] = B[a, b] is obtained by PRG, C0[a, b] is computed by following
the instructions of PRG for all but the first step. For the latter, we use a fresh random
bit. Namely, consider a thought experiment in which we use a new–more expensive–PRG
PRG′ : {0, 1}s+1 → {0, 1}` that is defined by PRG′(σ, p) = p ◦ PRG(σ)[1,`−1], where σ : {0, 1}s
and p ∈ {0, 1}. The matrix ∆[a, b] = C1[a, b]−C0[a, b] then compares the better approxima-
tion C1[a, b] with the “actual” approximation C0[a, b]. From this perspective, Equation (46)
suggests interpreting the Richardson iteration as a linear combination with ±1 coefficients
(as determined by (−1)t1+···+ti) of approximations of An · · ·A1 where each approximation is
partition to segments (encoded by `1 > · · · > `i). In segment j, according to the value tj, the
relevant sequence of instructions is obtained either from the original PRG or via the refined
one PRG′.

7.7 A comparison with [BCG18]

It is worthwhile to explore the differences between the BCG construction [BCG18] (and
the followup work of Chattopadhyay and Liao [CL20] which uses similar ideas) and ours
and to point out the aspects of our work that we find similar to the work of Cheng and
Hoza [CH20], and of Hoza and Zuckerman [HZ20]. We start by giving a brief overview of
the BCG construction.

7.7.1 A brief overview of BCG

In constructions prior to [BCG18] (e.g., [Nis92; INW94]), a list of instructions is maintained
with the property that given a ROBP A1, . . . , An, averaging over the products corresponding
to the instructions yields the desired approximation to the product An · · ·A1. The key
idea suggested in [BCG18] is to maintain not a single list whose average yields the desired
approximation but rather several lists of instructions L0, L1, . . . , Lk such that averaging
according to the instructions in L0 yields a modest approximation; averaging according to
L0 ∪ L1 yields a more refined approximation, and so forth. Averaging according to the
instructions given by L0∪· · ·∪Lk gives the desired approximation. Thus, L0 can be thought
of as a crude approximation, L1 a first order correction term, L2 a second order correction
term, etc.

To implement this idea, weights were introduced and, moreover, each list but for L0 was
in itself a list of lists, or bundles. The different instructions in a bundle did not carry useful
information by themselves and it is the bundle which has the desired properties. Lists that
correspond to higher error terms requires the expensive use of bigger bundles and larger
weights, and so a delicate use of balanced and unbalanced samplers is employed in [BCG18]
in order to maintain the desired invariant throughout the recursion and assuring that the
bundles and weights do not get too large.
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7.7.2 Comparison with BCG

Our work, in comparison, goes back to the use of a single list as in [Nis92; INW94]. We do
not need to maintain several lists, let alone lists of bundles. This makes our construction
significantly simpler and, in particular, spares us from the delicate application of different
types of samplers. The only component we do need are weights, both positive and negative
that are unbounded in absolute value. However, it is straightforward to pinpoint the weights
used by our construction (see Equation (54)) whereas in [BCG18] the weights are computed
via a recursive algorithm. As a result, it is difficult to argue about them. We believe that the
simpler and more explicit structure of our construction would enable future works to combine
our construction with other ideas for the purpose of obtaining improved constructions and
derandomization results.

The common theme to both our construction and BCG is working with cancellations.
We “read off” the Richardson iteration what cancellations to consider. As we discussed in
the end of Section 7.6, we interpret Richardson iteration as comparing a PRG with the PRG
obtained by replacing the first bit by a fresh truly random bit. The BCG construction,
on the other hand, “plants” cancellations by considering two samplers–one more refined
than the other–and encode their difference in their lists (this requires the introduction of
bundles). So, in a sense, BCG’s cancellations are obtained by comparing one approximation
to another where both approximations are obtained via samplers whereas we make use of one
approximation coming from a PRG and another that is obtained by replacing the first bit
by a fresh truly uniform bit. The way we combine these is dictated by Richardson iteration.

7.7.3 Common aspects with [HZ20; CH20]

For their derandomization result, Cheng and Hoza [CH20] introduce the notion of local
consistency. Informally, the authors consider the difference between applying a generated
sequence of instructions (via a hitting set) to that obtained by the generated sequence when
replacing the last bit with a fresh truly random bit. This is somewhat reminisce to the way
we read the cancellations of the Richardson iteration. However, while local consistency is
used for making decisions once a ROBP is given, we combine the analog sequences using the
Richardson iterator in a block-box matter.

The construction of Hoza and Zuckerman [HZ20] also shares similar aspects with ours.
There, they start with a modest-error PRG to get an ε-error hitting set by running the PRG
for k = logn(1/ε) times according to partitions of [n] to k segments, resembling what we do.
Instead of drawing the PRG’s seeds uniformly at random, they derandomize the construction
using a hitter. We note however, that their analysis is very different from ours, and uses a
progress measure concerning the probability of reaching an accepting state.
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8 Preliminaries

8.1 Matrices, branching programs, and space complexity

A matrix is Boolean if all its entries are in {0, 1}, and stochastic if all its entries are non-
negative and the sum of each column is 1. Denote by BSto(w) the set of w × w boolean
stochastic matrices. We will denote by ‖·‖ the induced `1 norm, i.e., ‖A‖ = maxj

∑
i |Ai,j|.

We will often work with block matrices. For instance, we may interpret A ∈ Rnm×nm as
an n × n matrix with entries which are m × m matrices. Whenever this interpretation is
clear, we let A[i, j] be the (i, j)-th block. In this example, A[i, j] ∈ Rm×m.

Definition 8.1 (branching program). Let Σ be some alphabet and let n,w ∈ N. An (n,Σ, w)
branching program (BP) is a sequence B = (B1, . . . , Bn), where each Bi : Σ→ BSto(w).

For b ≤ a we let B[b,a] be the (a− b+ 1,Σ, w) BP (Ba, . . . , Bb).

Definition 8.2. The value of an (n,Σ, w) BP B = (B1, . . . , Bn) on x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Σn,
denoted val(B, x), is the realized w × w matrix of B when fed by x, i.e.

val
(
B, x

)
= Bn(xn) ·Bn−1(xn−1) · · ·B1(x1).

If B is the empty sequence, we set val(∅, x) = Iw.

Definition 8.3 (weighted PRG). We say W is an (n,Σ, w, ε)-WPRG against BPs with seed
length s if:

• W = (I, µ) where I : {0, 1}s → Σn and µ : {0, 1}s → R, and,

• For every (n,Σ, w) BP B = (B1, . . . , Bn), it holds that

∥∥∥∥ E
x∈{0,1}s

[
µ(x) · val

(
B, I(x)

)]
− E

x∈Σn

[
val
(
B, x

)]∥∥∥∥ ≤ ε.

When µ ≡ 1, we say that W is a PRG.

For 1 ≤ ` ≤ n we let G` : {0, 1}s0 → Σ` be the first ` symbols of the output of G. Note
that if G : {0, 1}s0 → Σn is an (n,Σ, w, ε) PRG then G` is an (`,Σ, w, ε) PRG.

We say f : Λ1 → Λ2 is computable in space s, if given x ∈ Λ1 and index j, f(x)j ∈ Λ2

can be computed in additional work space that consists of s bits. We will use the following
well known theorem regarding the space complexity of compositions.

Theorem 8.4. Let f1, f2 : {0, 1}? → {0, 1}? be two functions that can be computed in
s1, s2 : N→ N space such that s1(n), s2(n) = Ω(log n). Then, on input x, f2 ◦ f1 : {0, 1}? →
{0, 1}? can be computed using O(s1(|x|) + s2(|f1(x)|)) space.
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8.2 Known PRG constructions

Theorem 8.5 ([Nis92; Nis94]). For any positive integers n, w, any error parameter ε > 0
and any alphabet Σ, there exists an (n,Σ, w, ε) PRG with seed length

s = O

(
log n · log

nw|Σ|
ε

)
,

computable in space min
{
O
(

log nw|Σ|
ε

)
, O
(

log n · log log nw|Σ|
ε

)}
.

Theorem 8.6 ([INW94]). For any positive integers n, w, any error parameter ε > 0 and
any alphabet Σ, there exists an (n,Σ, w, ε) PRG with seed length

s = log |Σ|+O
(

log n · log
(nw
ε

))
,

computable in space O

(
log n ·

(
log log nw|Σ|

ε

)2
)

.

Theorem 8.5 is derived almost directly from [Nis92; Nis94], and Theorem 8.6 follows
from [INW94], except for the space complexity which is implicit in those works and also
depends on the specific implementation. For completeness, we give the proof of Theorem 8.5
in Section B.1, and of Theorem 8.6 in Section B.3.

9 Richardson iteration

Let A be an invertible n× n real matrix, and assume that B approximates A−1, concretely,
‖B − A−1‖ ≤ ε0 for some sub-multiplicative norm. Richardson iteration is a method for
obtaining a more refined approximation of A−1 given access to the crude B as well as to the
original matrix A.

Lemma 9.1. Let L ∈ Rm×m be an invertible matrix and A ∈ Rm×m such that ‖L−1 − A‖ ≤
ε0. For any nonnegative integer k, define

R(A,L, k) =
k∑

i=0

(I − AL)iA.

Then, ‖L−1 − R(A,L, k)‖ ≤ ‖L−1‖ · ‖L‖k+1 · εk+1
0 .

The proof is deferred to Appendix A.
Following [AKM+20] we will be interested in the following instantiation of the Richardson

iteration. Let M = (M1, . . . ,Mn) be a sequence of w × w matrices. We consider the
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(n+ 1)w × (n+ 1)w matrix

M =




0 0 . . . 0 0
M1 0 . . . 0 0
0 M2 . . . 0 0
...

...
. . .

...
...

0 0 . . . Mn 0



. (47)

The Laplacian of M is L = I(n+1)w−M , and we treat L as an (n+ 1)× (n+ 1) block matrix.
The following claim follows by a simple calculation.

Claim 9.2. For i, j ∈ [n+ 1], the (i, j)-th block of L−1 is given by

L−1[i, j] =





Mi−1 · · ·Mj i > j,

Iw i = j,

0 i < j.

Richardson for branching programs. Let B = (B1, . . . , Bn) be an (n,Σ, w) BP and
let Mi = Eσ∈Σ[Bi(σ)] be the corresponding transition matrices. Thus, approximating the
transition probabilities of B,

E
x∈Σn

[
val
(
B, x

)]
= Mn · · ·M1,

amounts to approximating the lowest leftmost entry L−1[n+ 1, 1].

Claim 9.3. Let B = (B1, . . . , Bn) be an (n,Σ, w) BP. Set Mi = Eσ∈Σ[Bi(σ)] and L as in
Equation (47). Also, let G : {0, 1}s → Σn be an (n,Σ, w, ε0) PRG and consider

A[a, b] =

{
Ex∈{0,1}s

[
val
(
B[b,a−1], Ga−b(x)

)]
, a ≥ b

0 a < b.
(48)

Then, ∥∥L−1 − R(A,L, k)
∥∥ ≤ (n+ 1) · (2ε0)k+1.

Let A as in Equation (48) and write R(A,L, k) =
∑k

i=0 ∆iA where ∆ = I −AL. Denote
A′ = A− I, i.e., A′ is the part of A below the main diagonal. Then,

∆ = I − AL = I − A(I −M) = (I − A) + AM = AM − A′.

In block notation, for a, b ∈ [n+ 1], following Equation (47),

AM [a, b] =
n+1∑

i=1

A[a, i]M [i, b] = A[a, b+ 1]M [b+ 1, b] = A[a, b+ 1] ·Mb.
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Thus,

∆[a, b] =

{
A[a, b+ 1] ·Mb − A[a, b] a > b,

0 a ≤ b.
(49)

Going back to R(A,L, k), for a > b we have that

R(A,L, k)[a, b] = A[a, b] +
k∑

i=1

∑

a>ri>···>r1≥b
∆[a, ri] ·∆[ri, ri−1] · · ·∆[r2, r1] · A[r1, b]. (50)

If we further let C0[a, b] = A[a, b+ 1] ·Mb and C1[a, b] = A[a, b], then

R(A,L, k)[a, b] = A[a, b]+ (51)
∑

t∈{0,1}i
a>ri>···>r1≥b

∑

t1,...,ti∈{0,1}
(−1)t1+···+ti · Cti [a, ri] · · ·Ct1 [r2, r1] · A[r1, b].

10 The construction

10.1 Black-box error reduction

Let G : {0, 1}s0 → Σn be an (n,Σ, w, εG) and Gaux : {0, 1}saux → ({0, 1}s0 × Σ)k+1 be a
(k + 1, {0, 1}s0 × Σ, w, εaux) PRG. Also, for t ∈ {0, 1} and σ ∈ Σ we let

Gt,`(x, σ) =

{
σ ◦G`−1(x) t = 0,

G`(x) t = 1.
(52)

We now define the WPRG (I, µ) : {0, 1}s → Σ× R. The seed x ∈ {0, 1}s to our WPRG
is interpreted as follows.

• The first log(k + 1) bits encode i ∈ {0, . . . , k}.

• The next log
(
n
i

)
bits encode a sequence ` = (`0, `1, . . . , `i) such that `0 + · · ·+ `i = n,

`i, . . . , `1 > 0, and `0 ≥ 0.

• The next i bits are denoted by t = t = (t1, . . . , ti) ∈ {0, 1}i.

• The next saux bits are denoted by xaux ∈ {0, 1}saux .

Overall, we can write x = (i, `, t, xaux), and the WPRG (I, µ) has seed length

s = saux +O(k log n). (53)

For brevity we sometimes omit the dependence of i, (`0, . . . , `i), (t1, . . . , ti), and xaux on x.
We define I and µ as follows.
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I(x) =

{
Gn(Gaux(xaux)0) i = 0,

Gti,`i(Gaux(xaux)i) ◦ · · · ◦Gt1,`1(Gaux(xaux)1) ◦G`0(Gaux(xaux)0) otherwise.

µ(x) =

{
k + 1 i = 0,

(k + 1) ·
(
n
i

)
· 2i · (−1)t1+···+ti otherwise.

(54)

where Gaux(xaux)j denotes the j’th symbol in Gaux(xaux) ∈ ({0, 1}s0 × Σ)k+1.
The weights are chosen so that the approximation yielded by the above WPRG is a

derandomized version of Equation (51) for (a, b) = (n + 1, 1). Note that in Equation (51)
we used r1, . . . , ri which partitioned the interval [n + 1, 1], while in Equation (54) we used
`0, . . . , `i that sum to n. This is merely an alternative way of writing the sum – the `i-s are
the sum of differences of the ri-s.

10.2 Correctness

In this section we use the same notation as in Section 9.

Lemma 10.1. Let 0 < ε < ε0 = 1
4n

and let k = log1/ε0(1/ε). Suppose

• G : {0, 1}s0 → Σn is an
(
n,Σ, w, εG = ε0

2(n+1)

)
PRG, and,

• Gaux : {0, 1}saux → ({0, 1}s0 × Σ)k+1 is a (k + 1, {0, 1}s0 × Σ, w, εaux = ε3) PRG.

Then, (I, µ) is an (n,Σ, w, ε) WPRG with seed length s = saux +O(log(1/ε)) computable in
space O(space(Gaux) + space(G) + log s).

Proof. Assume k, G and Gaux are as in the hypothesis of the lemma. The space complexity
follows from Theorem 8.4 and the seed length was analyzed in Equation (53). We are left
to prove that (I, µ) is an (n,Σ, w, ε) WPRG. Fix any (n,Σ, w) BP B = (B1, . . . , Bn). Let A
be the (n+ 1)w × (n+ 1)w lower triangular block matrix in which

A[a, b] = E
x∈{0,1}s0

[
val
(
B[b,a−1], Ga−b(x)

)]

for a > b, and A[a, a] = Iw. Since G is
(
n,Σ, w, εG = ε0

2(n+1)

)
PRG we have that

∥∥L−1[a, b]− A[a, b]
∥∥ ≤ εG

and ‖L−1 − A‖ ≤ (n+ 1)εG. By our choice of µ,

E
x∈{0,1}s

[
µ(x) · val

(
B, I(x)

)]
=

k∑

i=0

∑

t,`

(−1)t1+···+ti · E
xaux

[
val
(
B, I(i, `, t, xaux)

)]
,
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and

R(A,L, k)[n+ 1, 1] = A[n+ 1, 1]+

k∑

i=1

∑

t,r

(−1)t1+···+ti · Cti [n+ 1, ri] · · ·Ct1 [r2, r1] · A[r1, 1],

where `0 + · · ·+ `i = n and n+ 1 > ri > · · · > r1 ≥ 1. We soon prove:

Claim 10.2. For every fixed i ∈ {0, . . . , k}, t ∈ {0, 1}i, and ` such that `0 + · · ·+ `i = n

∥∥∥∥ E
xaux

[
val
(
B, I(i, `, t, xaux)

)]
− Cti [n+ 1, ri] · · ·Ct1 [r2, r1] · A[r1, 1]

∥∥∥∥ ≤ εaux,

where rj = 1 + `0 + · · ·+ `j−1.

As we have at most (k + 1)nk2k summands, we see that

∥∥∥∥ E
x∈{0,1}s

[
µ(x) · val

(
B, I(x)

)]
− R(A,L, k)[n+ 1, 1]

∥∥∥∥ ≤ (k + 1)nk2k · εaux

≤ n2k

2
· εaux ≤

ε

2
.

It therefore follows from claim 9.3 that
∥∥∥∥R(A,L, k)[n+ 1, 1]− E

x∈Σn

[
val
(
B, x

)]∥∥∥∥ ≤ (n+ 1)(2(n+ 1)εG)k+1

≤ 2n · εk+1
0 ≤ 2nε0ε =

ε

2
,

which together completes the proof.

Proof of claim 10.2. Fix i ∈ {0, . . . , k}, `0 + · · · + `i = n, and t ∈ {0, 1}i and recall that
rj = 1 + `0 + · · · + `j−1. We define a (k + 1, {0, 1}s0 × Σ, w) BP B′ = (B′0, . . . , B

′
k) (that

depends on i, `, and t) such that for all j = 0, ..., k,

B′j(x, σ) =





val
(
B[rj ,rj+1−1], σ ◦G`j−1(x)

)
j > 0, t = 0,

val
(
B[rj ,rj+1−1], G`j(x)

)
j > 0, t = 1,

val
(
B[1,r1−1], G`0(x)

)
j = 0.

(55)

We stress that B′j is a BP because a product of Boolean stochastic matrices is Boolean
stochastic. The claim now follows since Gaux is a (k + 1, {0, 1}s0 × Σ, w, εaux) PRG.
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10.3 The final construction

We now instantiate Lemma 10.1 with Gaux being the INW PRG from Theorem 8.6 and G
being an arbitrary PRG. The reason for using the INW generator is its additive dependence
on log |Σ|.
Corollary 10.3. Let G : {0, 1}s0 → Σn be an (n,Σ, w, εG). Then, for any error parameter
1

4n
> ε > 0 there exists an (n,Σ, w, ε) WPRG with seed length

s0 +O

(
log

w

ε
· log logn

1

ε

)

computable in space O
(

space(G) + log logn(1/ε) ·
(
log log w

ε

)2
)

.

Had we used Nisan’s PRG from Theorem 8.5 instead of INW then the seed length would
deteriorate to

O

(
s0 · log logn

1

ε
+ log

w

ε
· log logn

1

ε

)
.

Corollary 10.3 can be interpreted as an error reduction procedure for PRGs with a slight
overhead in the seed and space complexity. We proceed by applying this error reduction to
Nisan’s PRG from Theorem 8.5.

Corollary 10.4. For any positive integers n, w, any error parameter 1
4n
> ε > 0 and any

alphabet Σ, there exists an (n,Σ, w, ε) WPRG with seed length

O

(
log n log(nw|Σ|) + log

w

ε
· log logn

1

ε

)

computable in space O
(

log(nw|Σ|) + log logn(1/ε) ·
(
log log w

ε

)2
)

.

Note that for ε which is not tiny the space complexity is dominated by the first term.

Specifically, for ε > 2−2log1/3 n
, w < 22log1/3 n

the space complexity is indeed O(log(nw|Σ|)).
Had we used INW instead, the space complexity would deteriorate to

O

(
log n ·

(
log log

nw|Σ|
ε

)2

+ log
w

ε
· log logn

1

ε

)
.

A Proof of Lemma 9.1

We restate Lemma 9.1.

Lemma A.1. Let L ∈ Rm×m be an invertible matrix and A ∈ Rm×m such that ‖L−1 − A‖ ≤
ε0. For any nonnegative integer k, define

R(A,L, k) =
k∑

i=0

(I − AL)iA.

Then, ‖L−1 − R(A,L, k)‖ ≤ ‖L−1‖ · ‖L‖k+1 · εk+1
0 .
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Proof. For any matrix Z, the matrices I and Z commute, and so by a straightforward
induction,

I −
k∑

i=0

(I − Z)iZ = (I − Z)k+1.

In particular, for Z = AL,

I − R(A,L, k) · L = (I − AL)k+1.

Thus,
∥∥L−1 − R(A,L, k)

∥∥ =
∥∥(I − R(A,L, k) · L) · L−1

∥∥
≤
∥∥L−1

∥∥ · ‖I − R(A,L, k) · L‖
≤
∥∥L−1

∥∥ · ‖I − AL‖k+1

=
∥∥L−1

∥∥ ·
∥∥(L−1 − A) · L

∥∥k+1

≤
∥∥L−1

∥∥ · ‖L‖k+1 · εk+1
0 .

B The space complexity of some pseudorandom ob-

jects

In this section we show how to achieve the space complexity declared in Theorem 8.5 and
Theorem 8.6. For the INW generator we choose a specific implementation with a small space
complexity. The constructions are well known, and the variant of INW we use was explored
by [HV06]. We give it here for completeness.

B.1 Nisan’s generator

Proof sketch of Theorem 8.5. We are given parameters n,Σ, w, ε. We set X = [A] for A =
O
(
nwΣ
ε

)
. We let H be a 2-universal family of hash functions over X where |H| = A2 and

h(x), for h ∈ H and x ∈ X, can be computed in space O(log log |X|) (see [Nis92; Nis94]).
Nisan’s generator interprets the seed as y, h1, . . . , hlogn, where y ∈ X, and h1, . . . , hlogn ∈

H. For j ∈ [n], the j-th symbol in the output of the generator is hb11

(
hb22

(
· · ·hblogn

logn (y)
))

,

where (b1, . . . , blogn) ∈ {0, 1}logn is the binary representation of j, and hb is either h, if b = 1,
or the identity function, if b = 0. Given y, h1, . . . , hlogn, j = (b1, . . . , blogn) we can compute
the j-th output symbol in the following two alternative ways.

• We can successively compute h
bj
j

(
· · ·hblogn

logn (y)
)

for j = log n, . . . , 1, each time keeping

the current X-symbol. This takes

O

(
log

nw|Σ|
ε

+ log log n+ log log |X|
)

= O

(
log

nw|Σ|
ε

)
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space.

• Alternatively, we can do the above computation using composition of space bounded
reductions, resulting in space complexity

O(log n · log log |X|) = O

(
log n · log log

nw|Σ|
ε

)
.

B.2 A high min-entropy extractor

To apply INW, we need a space-efficient seeded extractor with a small entropy loss in the high
min-entropy regime. Goldreich and Wigderson [GW97] gave such a construction utilizing a
regular expander G = (V,E) with a small normalized second eigenvalue. For our expander,
we choose a Cayley graph over the commutative group Zn2 with a generator set S ⊆ {0, 1}n
that is λ-biased. It is well known that Cay(Zn2 , S) has normalized second largest eigenvalue
at most λ. For the λ-biased set we choose a construction from [AGHP92]. Altogether, this
unfolds for the following.

• For the λ-biased set S, first pick q to be the first power of two larger than n
λ
. The

set S is of cardinality q2. For every α, β ∈ Fq there is an elements sα,β ∈ Zn2 where
(sα,β)i = 〈αi, β〉, such that multiplication is in Fq and the inner product is over Z2.
[AGHP92] showed the set is λ-biased.

• We let G = (V,E) with V = Zn2 and (x, y) ∈ E iff x+ y ∈ S. G is a λ-expander.

The extractor GW : {0, 1}n × [D] → {0, 1}n is defined by letting G(x, i) be the i-th
neighbour of x in the graph G.

Claim B.1. Let 0 < ∆ < n and set G and GW as above. Then, GW : {0, 1}n×[D]→ {0, 1}n
is a (k = n − ∆, ε) extractor with seed length d = O(∆ + log n

ε
) and space complexity

O(log n · log(∆ + log(n/ε))).

Proof. For correctness, note that the expander mixing lemma shows that GW is an (n−∆, ε =
O(2∆/2λ)) extractor.

Seed length. The seed length of this extractor is log |S| = O(log n
λ
) = O(log n2∆

ε
) = O(∆+

log n
ε
).

Space complexity. The space complexity of computing GW(x, y) given x and y, is the
space needed to compute sy ∈ S from y = (α, β) ∈ F2

q, plus the space needed to
compute x + sy. The dominating step in computing sy is computing αi (for i ≤ n)
which can be done in O(log n log log q) with space composition. Altogether, the space

needed is O(log n · log log n
λ
) = O

(
log n · log log n2∆

ε

)
.
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We note that Healy and Viola [HV06] gave an extremely efficient implementation of
the above AGHP generator, yielding a better space complexity of O(log(n+ log q)) to
compute 〈αi, β〉. However, in our overall setting of parameters it will make negligible
difference.

We remark that by using expanders with better dependence between D and λ, one can
get d = O(∆ + log 1

ε
), but here we care more about the space complexity, and log n factors

are negligible for us.

B.3 The INW generator

Proof sketch of Theorem 8.6. We consider the INW generator [INW94] instantiated with
extractors (as, e.g., in [RR99]). We are given parameters n,Σ, w, and ε = εINW . We set
parameters ∆ = logw+O(log n

ε
), and d as the seed length for the extractor of claim B.1 for

length n, error εExt = ε
n

and ∆. We let s = log |Σ|+ log n · 2d and we assume s ≤ n. We let
`i = s− i ·∆ for 0 ≤ i ≤ n.

Given a seed x ∈ {0, 1}s we view the computation of INW(x) as a full binary tree of depth
log n. Nodes in level i of the tree are labeled by strings of length `i. The root (at level 0) is
labeled by x (of length `0 = s). Given any internal node in level i ∈ {0, . . . , log n} labeled by
some string z ∈ {0, 1}`i , we write z = z1 ◦ z2 with zi ∈ {0, 1}`i+1 and z2 ∈ {0, 1}d. The left
child of z is labeled with z1, and the right child of z is labeled with Exti(z1, z2), where Exti
is given by claim B.1 for ∆, length `i+1 and error εExt (notice that since `i < n, d bits suffice
for the seed). INW(x) is the concatenation of the leaf’s labels, from left to right, truncating
outputs to log |Σ| bits.

Given an index j ∈ [n], computing INW(x)j ∈ Σ can be done by walking down the
computation tree, and each time either truncating a string or invoking an extractor. By
composition of space bounded reductions the space complexity of the construction is log n
times the space complexity of the worst extractor used. That is, log n · log `0 · log(∆+log `0

εExt
).

Plugging-in ∆ and εExt, the space complexity is bounded by

O
(

log n · log `0 · log log
nw

ε

)
= O

(
log n · log

(
log |Σ|+ log n log

nw

ε

)
· log log

nw

ε

)

= O

(
log n ·

(
log log

nw|Σ|
ε

)2
)
.
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צריכת את במפורש ציינו לא ([CL20] או ,[BCG18] (לדוגמה קודמות בניות .ε של מעניינים ערכים
לה. דומה או כזו, זיכרון צריכת להשיג יכולים שהם סביר זה אך שלהם, הזיכרון

c



תקצירים

חדש ממושקל אקראיות ומחולל וריינגולד, רז של האקראיות מחולל על
תוכנות נגד שחורה קופסה מסוג ε שגיאה עם אקראיות מחולל [Nis92] ניסן בנה המכוננת, בעבודתו
עבודתו עשורים, כשלושה לפני שפורסם למרות .O(log n · log(nw/ε)) גרעין אורך עם ,(n,w) מתפצלות

.n,w, ε הכללים המשתניים עבור ביותר הטובה כתוצאה עומדת עדיין
של ההגדרה את מכליל אשר ממושקל, אקראיות מחולל המושג את הגתה [BCG18] של עבודתם
נתונים עם ממושקל אקראיות מחולל לבנות במטרה עבודות של לרצף השראה והיוותה אקראיות, מחולל
O(log n · log(nw) + גרעין אורך עם מפורשת בבניה מסתכמות אשר ,[Nis92] של מאשר יותר טובים

.log ε−1)
Õ(log n · log(n/ε) + גרעין אורך עם לבנה, קופסה מסוג אקראיות מחולל בנו [RR99] וריינגולד רז
שאיננו אובייקט על הסתמכו שהם העובדה לאור אולי המשך, ללא נותרה המורכבת עבודתם .logw)

מראש. כפלית דה־רנדומיזציה לבצע שמאפשר משערך, בשם קיים
דלתות ופתיחת יותר טוב להבנה בשאיפה לפרטים, [RR99] בהצגת מתחילים אנחנו זו, בעבודה
ובכך קלאסיות, דה־רנדומיזציה לתוצאות ממשערכים רדוקציה מראים אנחנו שנית, עתידיים. לשיפורים
הליך את מתאימים אנחנו שלישית, מעבודתם. מפורש לבנה קופסה מסוג אקראיות מחולל מסיקים
מסוג מחוללים עבור [CDR+21; PV21] של שחורה קופסה מסוג אקראיות למחוללי השגיאה הורדת
אורך עם לבנה קופסה מסוג ממושקל אקראיות מחולל של מפורשת בניה מסיקים ובכך לבנה, קופסה

גרעין
,Õ(log2 n+ log(w/ε))

בזיכרון לחישוב ניתן אשר

.Õ(log2 n+
√
log n/ log log n · logw + log logn ε

−1)

חד־ הנקראות מתפצלות תוכניות נגד ממושקלים אקראיות מחוללי עבור שגיאה הורדת
כיוונית

מחוללי של הכללה הם ,[BCG18] של בעבודה לראשונה הוצגו אשר ממושקלים, אקראיות מחוללי
[BCG18] של עבודתם פשוטה. להתפלגות בניגוד גרעין, לכל שונים משקלים בחשבון שלוקחים אקראיות
גרעין אורך עם חד־כיוונית, הנקראות מתפצלות תוכניות נגד ממושקל אקראיות מחולל מפורשות בנתה
נוספת בניה הציגה [CL20] של העבודה בהשראתם, השגיאה. משתנה על בתלותו אופטימלי כמעט

בתוצאה. קל שיפור השגת כדי תוך ,[BCG18] של המורכבות את לפשט במטרה
הנקראות מתפצלות תוכניות נגד אקראיות מחולל לכל שגיאה הורדת הליך מציגים אנו זו בעבודה
1/poly(n) שגיאה עם (n,w) תוכניות נגד אקראיות מחולל כל הופך שלנו ההליך דיוק, ליתר חד־כיוונית.
.s + O(log(w/ε) · log log(1/ε)) גרעין אורך עם ממושקל אקראיות למחולל ,s הוא גרעינו אורך אשר
אורך עם ממושקל אקראיות מחולל מסיקים אנו ,[Nis92] של האקראיות מחולל על ההליך הפעלת לאחר
ברת ואיננה [BCG18] את משפרת זו תוצאה .O(log n · log(nw) + log(w/ε) · log log(1/ε)) גרעין

.[CL20] ל– השוואה
של נוסף יתרון יותר. ברורה וקונספטואלית טכנית, מבחינה יותר פשוטה משמעותית שלנו הבניה
עבור n ב– לוגריתמית כלומר ,O(log(nw) + poly(log log(1/ε))) של נמוכה זיכרון צריכת הוא הבניה

b



בלבטניק שם על המחשב למדעי הספר בית

חדש, ממושקל אקראיות ומחולל וריינגולד, רז של האקראיות מחולל על
וגם,

נגד ממושקלים אקראיות מחוללי עבור שגיאה הורדת
חד־כיוונית הנקראות מתפצלות תוכניות

התואר לקבלת מהדרישות כחלק הוגש זה חיבור
המחשב במדעי למדעים מגיסטר

מאת
רנרד אורן

של הנחייתו תחת נכתבה זו עבודה
כהן גיל ד׳׳ר
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